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LAKEWOOD'S LAST WEEK

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Excellent Season of Play-Acting Ends
Bubscrtptlons $3 00 per year payable ln
With “Into the Darkness"
advance; alngle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
Pour more days and LaIce wood
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1848. In 1874 the Courier was estab Theatre will ring down the curtain
lished and consolidated with the Gazette I
in 1882 The Free Press was established on lLs 33d consecutive season. Four
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune Theae papers consolidated new plays have been tried out for the
March 17, 1897.
flrst time and five others chosen as
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IT IS UNION FAIR WEEK

WHAT BEFELL ED CARLETON?

Some Think Foul Play and Some Suicide, But His Where- And Wednesday and Thursday Are the Days—Trotting
abouts Remain a Mystery
Entries Galore
The mystery attached to the dis
appearance of Edward Carleton, the
73-year-old Camden man who has
been missing since one week ago yes
terday has not been cleared up, and
through no fault of the vigilant
town officials and sheriff's depart
ment.
Sunday Deputy Sheriffs Pillsbury
and Ludwick were joined in the investigation by former Waldo County
Sheriff Prank H. Cooper, who is now '
attached to the attorney general’s
department, and what seems to be
indisputable evidence that Carleton
was alive one week ago yesterday was
developed.
Rumors as to his being aboard a
fishing vessel at Camden the previous
Sunday night proved correct. The
occupants of the fishing boat admit

among the ten best of thelr respec
tive seasons have been presented.
One must be poor to know the ♦
Arthur Byron, Joan Dixon and Suz
luxury of giving—George Eliot.
anne Caubaye, favorites from other
seasons have appeared as well as two
NOT A CANDIDATE
popular figures from radio, Arthur
Allen and Parker Pennelly, the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
"Stebbins Boys."
Will you please withdraw my name
Prom the motion picture field
from the list of suggested candidates I Lakew°od drew Tom Keene for a
for mayor. Thanking you for your ] 8uesl £tar and hls particularly
kindness, I remain,
' chiming wife. Grace Stafford has
Thomas H. Chisholm, i renp*cd and enlarged the popularity
she gained last season. Robert
Keith. J. Hammond Dailey and
A GRATEFUL COMMUNITY
Elisha Cook. Jr., were among the
newcomers, who were especially
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Rev. Cecil Witham concluded his popular.
For the four remaining perform
pastorate at Ingraham Chapel Sun
day. There has been a good attend ances. theatregoers have an oppor
FEDERATION WOMEN
ance. We unite In best wishes for his tunity to see a new play presented at
success; also ln the words of Psalm Lakewood
even before
Broad Change Date of the Annual
CXXI.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Adkins.
way sees it. "Into The Darkness"
Meeting To May — Mrs.
is the title and Robert Keith, splen
Gay
Vice President
did Lakewood actor, is author, as well
as playing the leading role—adv.
Mrs Angelica Glover. Mrs. Sadie
1. O. O. F. HALL
We used to talk of the almighty dol Leach and Mrs. Carrie Palmer have
Kirk** Orchestra
lar. Whether almighty or not It is returned from Poland Spring where
Same management as oth<r years
powerful
for harm lf It is allowed to lhey attended the annual meeting of
115*It
j swell or shrink.—Irving Fisher.
the Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood also
1 attended, but has gone on to Boston for a few days' visit before re
turning home.
The annual meeting ln 1934 will be
held ln May. 1 place to be announced
We are showing in our northern window a limited
later), instead of in September, this
change being in accordance with the
number of the
revised by-laws, which also provides
for a fall conference in September or
October alternate years, with a mid
winter meeting in January in Au
for this week only
gusta during legislative years.
Mrs. Harry Haynes Burnham of
Biddeford, the newly elected presi
dent, is a Federation woman of many
years' standing, and is one of the
These graceful cabinets are walnut finish, with deco
most popular members of that organi
zation Sne has served in many offirative tops and bases. They are available in two
cial capacities ln the Federation, and
styles and are 47 inches high by 1 I J/2 inches wide.
.jis now chairman ol the literature
division of the General Federation
These Pier Cabinets answer the “Extra Book”
She is a member of the English department of the Biddeford High
problem
School.
Mrs. Maude Clarke Gay of Waldo
boro was elected second vice presi
dent.
Among speakers at the banquet
283 MAIN ST. (Member of NRA) ROCKLAND
Thursday evening were Mrs. Elling
wood. director of thp 9th District,

that Carleton called there, but say
they declined hls proposition to
spend the night, there.
Capt. Royal Arey, skipper of an
other fisherman says he saw Carle
ton at 11 a. m. the following day. and
Leon Poland, who runs a hot dog
stand, reports that he is positive he
saw him between 4 and 5 o'clock t.hat
Monday afternoon,
There are not a few who incline
to the theory of foul play, but they
admit they have nothing to substan
tiate that belief, and can think of
no motive for the slaying.
Carleton’s talk of late had carried
a strong hint of despondency, which
would favor the idea of suicide, and
it is possible that the man simply
went away on his own hook without
telling anybody of his plans.

EX-SERVICE MEN
Maxwell Stoddard, regional
director of the Maine Veterans
Bureau Is to visit the American
Legion Post In Camden at 8
o'clock Friday night, prepared
to answer all questions as to the
new rulings for disabled vet
erans. All ex-service men In
Knox County are Invited, and
they will find it to their interest.

Dance Thursday Night

A SUGGESTION TO YOU

NEW PIER CABINETS

$2.75

and Mrs. J. Marden DeSnon of Port
land who is well known here.
Following the dinner an author’s
reading was given by Harold Vlnal,
Maine poet (a native of Vinalhaven),
and a costume recital by Mrs Alice
Bradlee Pooler of Rhode Island. Mrs.
Peeler's appearance was of especial
int-rest to the Rockland attendants,
as she Is the daughter of Rev.
Charles Bradlee. a faimer pastor of
1 the local Methodist Church. Mrs.
Pooler made many inquiries regard' ing Rockland people. Her recital was
! beautifully given.

I
1
1

BASSICK BROTHERS
South Thomaston

sire to keep abreast of the times.
It may be that you do not care for
the midway, with its blatant appeal,
or that you are not especially Inter
ested in horse races, but you will
flnd the new exhibition hall crowded
with interesting exhibits, you will
enjoy Wednesday nights fireworks,
you will meet everybody you ever
knew, you will see high class vaude
ville acts, you will hear the crack
Rockland City Band play, and we
might go on for half an hour telling
about other matters that Interest
red-blooded patrons.

The racing attractions for Wed
nesday are the 2.16. 2.20 and 2 23
classes, trot and pace, and on Thurs
day the 2.14, 2.18 and 2.27 classes will
be seen in action. Entries have been
made by A. M. Stratton. Albion;
Charles Stevens, Dover-Poxcroft;
Waldoboro Garage. J. H. Randall,
Harrison; Henry Clukey. Rockland;

Fine
” Dexter;
DonneIlyJoe
' Robinson,Harry
1 me Memorial.
iviciuviinu inGranilftU^
in
Ox85-T-tf ford; Liinan Trueworthy, Blue Hill;
J ! Represented by
C. H. WOODCOCK
J
F. G. Colburn. Farmington; E. W.
| Tel. S6-3
Thomaston. Me.
[ ?_—'-------------------- r

------- li Hodgkins, Thomaston;

Where Farm and City Join Hands"

1933
Sept. 27 & 28

NORTH KNOX

1933

QUAKER STAGES BUS

1933

“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS’’

have made many firm friends He
said that he had received a call from
St. Stephens Church at Pittsfield,
Mass., which he felt that he should
accept.
During his 14 years at Camden the
beautiful St. Thomas Church has
been built, with Its chimes and won
derful organ,, and also the parish
house adjoining He came to Camden
from the Church of the Transfigura
tion in New York, better known as the
Little Church Around the Corner.

(SpecialI Leaves Rorkland Dally 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M.

4.40 P. M.

1.40 I Midnight)

THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
102S&Ttf

tf

Presenting 64th Annual Exhibition —Bigger —Better —Greater
Live Stock Department

NIGBT SCHOOL OPENS OCTOBER 3
Registrations Now Being Made.

Phone 1 123-W

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

Flower Show

Agricultural Displays

63 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.

Art Department

4-H Clubs’ Exhibit

Machinery Exhibits
RACING PROGRAM

Auto Show
Music
Rockland City Band

Sept. 27: 2.16 class mixed
2.20 class mixed
2.23 class mixed

Sept. 28: 2.14 class mixed
2.18 class mixed
Races called at 1.00 P. M.
2.27
class mixed
Standard Time

NOTICE TO MARINERS
|tRev. Ralph 11. Hayden Resigns From
a Long Pastorate In Camden

Special Free Vaudeville
New York

See and Hear “Uncle
Cyrus’’ the Singing Sheriff

Admission FREE Today

Big Night Show, Wednesday Evening, September 27th

UNION FAIR

Including a Wonderful Display of Fireworks

Today, Tuesday, Is Preparation Day At Union Fair

Everything To Amuse and Entertain the Whole Family in the Midway

The Midway is in operation and the Rides in full swing. C’mon Up!

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28—GRANGE DAY
Admission 50 cent* (Children under 10 Free)
Automobile* 25 cents
Admission to Night Show 25 Cents—Automobilts Free
112-113&U5

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
llv^ mv ll,e aRRln I would
* H*’* to rea<t some poetry
and listen to some music at leant once
•,The ,o’" of th«* tastes Is ,°loaa
of happiness.-Charles Darwin.

THE OI.D OAKEN BUCKET
How dear to this heart are the arenes
of my childhood.
When fond recollection presents them
to view!
The orchard, the meadow, the deeptangled Wildwood.
Atltl|tnew^ *0Ved ,pot whlch my ,n,ancT

The bridge, and the rock where the
ter of resignation.
cataract (ell;
of my father, the dairy-house
Mr. Hayden has been located ln
Oeorge E. Eaton, superintendent of The cot
nigh tt.
Camden the last 14 years and during
And e'en the rude bucket which hung
lighthouses, announces the follow
In the well.—
that time both he and Mrs. Hayden
The old oaken bucket, the Iron-bound
ing:

AT

t

thoritles regarded the pencil Incident
as something more than a mere co
incidence.
A bit of comedy developed in the
investigation this morning, when a
clerk In the re-employment bureau
identified the body as that of William
Omar, who had been assigned to a
State road job in Camden. Deputy
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and a Cou
rler-Oazette reporter went there to
consult the foreman who told them
that Omar was supposed to be having
a week off. The foreman obligingly
went with the deputy to Omar's
boarding house ln Camden and was
ther met by Omar himself.
''The officers say you have been
identified as the supposed murdered
man ln Rockland." said the foreman.
"I was Just reading that story” said
Omar smilingly, and the officers went
In search of other clews.
A gray felt hat of expensive make,
found on a grating in the stern of the
steamer North Haven today was
thought to furnish a possible clew,
and It did fit the head of the un
known man. Inside of It was a dollar
bill and some change and an envelope
addressed In coarse penmanship to
"Hanson," Fort Kent. The envelope
was empty. The North Haven's last
previous trip out of this port was
Saturday and the craft passed within
hailing distance of the shore where
the body was found.
Among those who viewed the body
at the Burpee rooms yesterday were
several residents of Crocketts Point,
who said that there had been a row
there Saturday night, and a stranger
was heard to exclaim: "You brought
me here, and now you have got to
take me away!"
The investigation is being conduct
ed by Medical Exmainer Frohock.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick, County
Attorney Burrows and City Marshal
Richardson, and with them te asso
ciated Frank H. Cooper of the At
torney Oeneral's department, well
known here as a former sheriff of
Waldo County.

Northeast Point Light Is Extinguislied — Two Other Changes The wide-spreading pond,
end the mill
Rev. Ralph H, Hayden, read his let
which stood by It,
Made

Pulling of Horses & Oxen

Acts furnished by Wirth & Hamid

Body Of Unknown Man Found At Easter’s
Cove—Foul Play Evidences

The age tallies so closely with
that of the victim that the local au-

Sept. 27 & 28

SEPTEMBER 27 and 28

A MYSTERY, MURDER MAYBE

about some of the vaudeville stunts.
Tlie body was found at 7 o'clock
Well, here’s some more:
Sunday morning by Alvah Mears an
Fun on wheels will be the qrder of Owl's Head fisherman who was haulthe day at Union Fair, when Leo and ing hls traps. J. Dana Knowlton.
May Jackson offer their unique bicy- an Owl's Head official, immediately
cle feature as part of the grandstand ■ notified Deputy Sheriff Ludwick and
program which will be presented Medical Examiner Frohock
twice daily. The Jacksons have won | The officials found the body lying
an enviable reputation as artists on
downward, bearing Injuries above
wheels and their comedy features in- described. The stranger was apparterspersed with their difficult feats ! ently between 60 and 65 years of age
of wheeling will be doubly appreci had luxuriant hair, and several days
ated by their audience.
growth of beard. He wore a dark
A thoroughbred Belgian stallion tailor made suit and a soft shirt with
which has been creating much in- detachable collar. On the shirt collar
teiest at other fairs will be exhibited was the laundry mark B 81. but the
at Union Fair by the owners, R. F detachable collar had no laundry
Thurston of Thorndike and R. M mark. The man wore low, black
Haner of Bar Harbor.
shoes, the soles of which were pretty
Thursday will be Grange Day and badly worn, and mixed gray stockat 11 a m. the agricultural editor ol ings with hose supporters. He had
'.he Lewiston Journal will give a talk neither upper nor lower teeth. No
in the grandstand, admission to hat could be found.
which will be free.
On the person were two articles of
Latest word from Union is that the interest. One was the stub of a pen
Midway concessions have all been cil bearing the printed words "Gott
taken, and that horses are coming lieb, Omaha." and the other was a
for the races so rapidly that it may six foot section of new window cord.
be necessary to build more stables.
Tlie pencil stub was thought to
offer a promising clew. From an
CALLED ELSEWHERE Omaha. Neb. source came the state
ment that “J. M Oottlleb of Massena,
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden Re
N. Y„ a salesman for the Wax Paper
signs As Rector of Cam Products Company of Omaha once
had pencils with that inscription and
den Episcopal Church
traveled the Maine territory in his
Parishioners of St. Thomas Episco car. being well known to bakers”
pal Church In Camden were filled Further information was sought from
with surprise and regret Sunday the police department in Massena,
morning when they heard the rector. and it brought to The Courler-Oa
zette this telegram:
"Oottlleb works for wax paper
company in Omaha. Bixty-four years
old. Drives 1932 sedan. Is well
known to bakers."

1933

UNION, MAINE
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wig, Richmond; H. C. Buzzell, Belfast; John R Dyer. Bangor; Ralph
Sturgis, Norway; George Smith,
Groveton. N. H.; H H. Blaiadell,
The autopsy performed yesterday upon the body of the unknown man
Blue Hill; S. E. Whitcomb. Waterfound
early Sunday morning on the shore near the A. Ross Weeks cottage,
ville; C. A. Bartlett, Belgrade; Jones
Easter
’s Cove, convinced Medical Examiner H. W. Frohock and his
& Butler. Rockland; A. E. Webber,
Bangor; H. A. Brisbin, Re^dfleld; assistant Ilr. Arch V. Morrell of Augusta, that drowning was not the
cause of death, and that thete is reasonable ground for the belief that the
victim came to his end through the medium of foul play.
A blackened eye which could scarcely have resulted from any other
force than a heavy blow from a fist; multiple cuts and bruises on the face
and head; and the almost utter absence of identification marks on the
man’s person tell the probable story that hostile means were used.
Scores of persons visited the Burpee funeral parlors yesterday in the
hope that they might identify the stranger, but nobody did. It was early
established lhat it was not the body of Edward £arleton, who has been
missing at Camden for nine davs. The Waterville chief of polite came
the North Knox Pair has come again 1 Nick Walton. Unity; Joseph Farwell,
here with the thought that it might be the body of Fred Pooler, missing
—this time a two-day show so full of ■ Unity; Harold Burgess. Rockland;
Interesting features that it is im- Ira Goodrich. Blue HUI; J. P. Eames, in that city, but one glance at a photograph showed him that his errand
possible to shut down the cover.
’ Searsport; George Smith, Groveton; was futile. Last night the body was viewed by Deputy Sheriff Downey
Why waste words in telling ycu , p. Saunders. Blue Hill; Henry Jor- of Penobscot County who came here in company with a Mr. Murdock—
what Union Pair Is like. The in- dan. Rockland; P. O. Colburn. both convinced that they had located Edwin Bigelow, a Springfield, Me.
stitutlon is "older than the hills" to i Farmington; Fred Cartni. Rockland; minister who has been missing for some days and was believed to be a
I use a homely expression, and lf you | E. J.. Wheelwrights Bangor; H. B
suicide. The minister was six tret tall and the body at the Burpee rooms
have never been there don't tell any Small. Richmond.
This paper has already told you is less than 5 feet, 7.
body lest It reflect upon your de
There are two nice roads leading
into Union from the central and
southern section of the county—one
via Thomaston and Warren; the
other over Route 101 via Rockland,
West Rockport and South Hope
Both of these are going to be very
busy Wednesday and Thursday, for;

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

(6

THREE CENTS A COPY

ADMISSION IS FREE TODAY

St. Croix River—Dog Island Light
—Light extinguished due to electri
cal defect. WUl be relighted as soon
as possible.
West Penobscot Bay—Northeast
Point Light-----Light reported extin
guished Sept. 21. Will be relighted
as soon as possible.
Seacoast—Manana Lsland Fog Sig
nal Station—Fog signal to be
changed to an air Tyfon about Nov.
1, without change in characteristic.

W. J. TAIT441
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chime* and French
Clock*
AU Work Guaranteed
Formerly rmployed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
■104 Main Street
Rorkland

bucket.
The moss.covered bucket which hung in
the well.

That most-covered vessel I hall as a
treasure;
For often, at noon, when returned from
the field.
I found It the source of an exquisite
pleasure,
The purest and sweetest that nature
can yield.
How ardent I seized It. with hands that
were glowing!
And quick to the white-pebbled
,
bottom It fell;
Then soon, with the emblem of truth
overflowing.
And dripping with coolness. It rose
from the well;—
The old oaken bucket, the iron-bound
bucket.
The moss-covered bucket, arose from
the well.
How sweet from the green mossy brim to
receive It,
As. poised on the curb, it Inclined to
my Ups)
Not a full blushing goblet could tempt
me to leave It.
Though filled with the nectar that
Jupiter sips
And now. far removed from the loved
situation.
The tear of regret will Intrusively
swell.
As fancy reverts to my father's plan
tation.
And sighs for the bucket which hangs
tn the well;—
The old oaken bucket, the Iron-bound
bucket.
The moas-covered bucket which hangs in
the well.
—Samuel Woodworth.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
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NOTICING

+♦

And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep 4++4-+++4*++4-4-4r4>4-4-4*+++++4-4-+
your hearts and minds through
Have any of thb paprr's
Christ Jesus —Phil. 4:7.
reader*, gifted with the
RECALLING JOE MANLEY

noticing facility, noticed—

♦

THAT in spite of numerous warn
The Boston Herald's editorial allu ings and fixed resolution you finally
sion to the late Joseph H. Manley will forgot to set the clock back.
set in vibration certain Maine politi
<? ♦
cal chords which have long ceased
THAT while there's no code gavto give forth sound. The days of Jce ernjng the matter, common sense
Manley were days in which Republi-! SUggests that the time has arrived
canism maintained here its strict' {or tbe elimination cf bare legs from
party domination—the days when ' £ight of the pubUc which is heartily
Blaine and Tom Reed, Dingley and sick of looking at 'em.
Frye, brought to the State nation- i
wide recognition. There are yet j that the danger sign at corner of
lingering in obscure corners of the Middle and Union streets has seen
editorial rooms writers of that elder
days.
lime who can tell you of Joe's breezy
g,
invasion of the sanctum, the grasp of
THAT nowadays a man Instead of
his hand, the frankness in which he
I scratching the match where nature
spread before you ln confidence the
ordained stoops over and uses the
details of his forthing campaign.
concrete pavement.
Here with hand on your knee he
«■ ♦
paused to express his conviction that
THAT small boys who in earlier
your association with these plans was days sportively .inclined ware content
essential to their success, adding the ] to roll a barrel-hoop can be satlsassurance ef such victories to be
Ifled today with nothing smaller than
achieved with that assistance as
an automobile tire.
made it a source of pride that you
<8>
should be privileged to join yourself J
THAT when it comes to mayor
with that kUid of leadership and go
alty t.'.mber Rockland has oodles of
forward with him into the promised
lt, if its possessors could only be per
lands of political triumph and their
suaded to get into the game.
accompanying rewards.
«■ ■»
From the moving ranks of that long
THAT you'd scarcely believe so
procession marking the departure of
little a thing as setting back the
the captains and the kings, to which I
family clock one hour wculd make
Mr. Kipling has directed attention,
the world come dark so early.
none with greater clearness steps out
• •
that the kindly figure of Joe Manley.
THAT the sunflowers flourishing
in the Owl Club garden make a sight
MAINE'S CHIEF INDUSTRY
brilliant to the eye of the passing
The potential value to Maine of pedestrian.

# -S'

the summer vacation season may be
THAT ewery time you make even
somewhat understood when one takes
a
small payment, on his bill the
into account the $500,000,000. official
figures given out as the sum annuallv , illuminated face of the merchant
spent in New England by tourists returns to you a double reward.
♦
What Maine's proportion of this half
THAT
fall
registration
at the col
billicn of money may be we do not see
leges
suggests
no
inclination
on the
stated, but certainly it will run well
abeve one hundred millions. Will it part of the voung people to let any
be wide cf the mark to speak of vaca degree of dull times stand in the way
tioning as the chief industry of our 1 of an education.
Pine Tree State? And if it is, what
obligations are not laid upon each
of us as its citizens, to see that we
lend to its propagation every individual and community effort that
shall serve to keep alive, and thereby
increase in volume, a business that
must so immediately contribute to
the general prosperity. Real money
too. The best of highways; the improvement of city and village streets
and individual premises; the exploiting of every feature around which
ht-tory and tradition cllng-and in
particular the general attitude of
friendlincss and help, which each ettizen in personal or community associatlon, may in a great variety of forms
be able to address to the situation.

Every-0 ther-Day
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DOWN AT MONHEGAN

An Early View en Maine’s Pioneer Prohibition Law

Close

of

Season

Brought

Forth Some Very Interest
ing "Meanderings”
In a recent issue of the New York
Herald Tribune a correspondent
who signs “F.D.S.,” presents some
"Monhegan Meanderings,” As some
of the items are quae out of the ordinary local readers will be Interested, so here they are:

w

'■AfiHO

. ' J?

des, the famous art designer, got a
swell etching.
Old time residents of Monhegan,
were disturbed to read in t.he Port
land and Boston papers that Fred
Steele had a fractured shoulder and
got arrested last Tuesday In Augusta
for aiding his brother to escape from
j jb,; Cumberland County Jail. VWe
assure our readers that our fellow
j citizen is no relation to this Fred
’Steele, and has no brother in jail at
the present time.
FIGHTING BLISTER RUST

Miss Jessie Dunbar ot Boston won ;
a prize at the masquerade ball Mon- ' Twelve men arc employed In Union
30 hours per week to stamp out the
day night. £?.■; went as the Oar-I
bage on tha Beach. Mrs. Emily I wild goose berry plants, the pollen of
which is said to cause the white pine
Quinn cf New York wore an old fish
blister rust. Merle Hilt of East Union,
net. Miss Betsy’ Pierce was
a boiled
.
,
one of the group, reports that a crew
, lobster, and Mrs. William Clarke | Qf
I Mason of Chestnut Hill wvnt as the I
onf
covered
full moon. Capt. Frank Pierce was ,
wu q( papfr and each
King Neptune and carried a big sll- plgnt fQund uprooU>d and hung up
ver tripod. Guerdon Nelson and Miss
&
a, Un,on who are thu,
Ethel Howland went as the Walru' empl0J.ed are: Merie Hllt. Leroy Luce.
I and the Carpenter from Longfel- j Ra!ph Luce WUUam carter, Bert
; low's .Poem, and they were all quite
p,.^
ErnMt
! good, and all danced the Lady of fie | Brown
Howard Herbert MerLake.
rifleld. Howard Bryant, Norman
Mrs. Quinn has been quite a glebe Brown and oeorge Layr.
1 trotter since last summer and ;
____________
breught back many elegant souve- 1 A guest never knows how much to
nirs from India, where she visited laugh at the family joke at the din
Bombay, Taj Mahal and ottrer ner table.
cities.
It is the heighth of t.he season
—**Swr|wl»lw< Aw II In”—
•S.
now and what with two or three
WEEKLY Ql IZ
•
-e
autos on the road at once trafflc is
getting pretty congested. As there
I*
V *
..., ;
Vare quite some deaf people and dogs
What Is your
there ought to be a law to make
drivers
blow
horn
or
something.
•
*
‘
score?
Mr and Mrs. Oene Tunney dropped
in off their yacht Thursday, and had
I dinner at the Inn and a lock at
1. What It the origin
! Whitehead.
of the word <tirLorimcr Brackett has fitted up a I
few?
hair-cutting parlor in the cellar of '
the Spa, and now we don't have to I
How did stories
wait for the barber to come over I
■toot diagons get □
frem Rockland. He decs not do any *
their start?
rhavinj bu'. is up on all the branches 1
of hair cutting, both ladies and
What great comgents. His milk shakes and delights !
po ir had twenty
are going flnelv there warm days.
children, eleven of
Mrs. Wcodhouce got a dislocated
whom b(?arat mu □
t ciar-t?
shsuldtr ln a dog fight recently and
! had to take a trip to ‘he main to have
1 it fixed.
What wa- the pur
pose of the old
It is renorted that two cases ot
cuitom of tinging □
beer havc been sent down to the |
a bell every eveIsland sir.ee the new Maine law was '
i.irg
at
el;ht
passed in July, and there has been '
oclcik?
, some unfavorable comment. We
1 have never tasted any of this beer
5. What were towns
folk supposed
cf rum in 1848. when a rudimentary enforcement with a search and seizure | ourself, but see no objection to peo.11 (—I
do when the tell
There conlratling drawings nf the
. system cf state prohibition wa^ en- clause. This was repealed in 1856 pie trying it if they want to. now
rang
lltppoflfri and iippiinrnlt of the
acted. This legislation ferbade the and for the next two ycars the State that it is the law of the land,
Each Amwer T°tat'
“Maine law” appeared in "liar(r
distilling of liquors withta the state was under license
Occrge Pierce has put a handsome
[Counts
Coun
20J
per’t New Monthly Magazine" of
boundaries, but liberally permitted
The same law was re-enacted in new coat of colonial yellow on his
July, 1852. The firit drastic pro
For answers see
the use of whiskey for medicinal and 1858. but was forced this time to wait house assisted by Adolph Stevens,
hibition art had been parted the
commercial purposes.
until the electors had an opportunity
Capt. 'Maynard Brackett, won a
"Surprising
As It Is"
year before. The drawingi wen
Liquors impoited from abroad cculd to vote upon lt. The final tabulation genuine oil painting by Jay Cor.na- |
Page
4
publithed in a department en
b? Kid freely ln lets of twenty-eight Indorsed the law by 28.864 to 5912.
way jn tjje ranje. and Miss Geddes,
titled “Comiealiliet"
an *<■ u
h, k i i»si
gallons or more.
The artist of Harper's Magazine, ln daUghter of Norman Bell Oed___
■
■ ■
Ncting the rather futile gesture of his depiction of the Wets and Dr>s of
feat in the State in seventy-five years such a law. the dry adherents, in 1851. that period, left the readers of the
Tht inhabitants of tlte lock-bound forced through a prohibitory statute magazine in no uncertainty as to his j
coast first began to resent the ravages calling for ccinplete aridity and its .faculties of observation.

THAT the morning you omit shaving 15
by a dav in which ah I
the Prople before whom you wish to
-'bine make it a point to call,
*♦
THAT the years-ago skating park
at corner of South Main and the j
Acknowledgments
Marsh road was Rockland s first The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
aV in a public sporting place and its goed friend, that foremost among
should much longer have endured. ,
the chief newspapers of the country
THAT nowadays you do not hear —the New York Herald Tribune for
of the old-time legend of horse ar.d
loan
,hu ur“>ue f”,ure wh,cn
buggy period, that the first man with accompanied its story of Maine 5 rewhom you rode around Camden <*nt e,ectlon To quo c ur er.
Turnpike was the one you were to
The Law'» Beginnings
marry.
When Maine turned its back on
<?.
I National prohibition only last week.
THAT in spite of your attempt, not the dry forces lost not only their
to show it you can't avoid a feeling 1 birthplace but suffered their first deI)R BESANT DIES
of exultation over the manner in
early seasen game. Capt. Lipman a'.,
STRAND THEATRE
Dr Annie Besant died last week in which vour 1933 car outshines those
left tackle was the keyman in the
India. Her body was dramatically of earlier vintage.
“Infernal Machine” coming for
i Skcwhegan line and he is as fine a
cremated on a pyre of sandalwood
e -a
nothing
near the mouth of the Adyar river. I THAT
impart.-, greater Coach Sezak’s Boys Made Spler.d d Showing—No Score
‘inrman a ha been seen i^dnesday. reveals to what extremes
She was the world Theosophical leadto an evening party than the
I c J
here m several ycars. The summary: a yoUng man will go when intrigued
In Sunday Game
Rockland
Skowhegan by a beautiful young miss. The parcr. and thcosophlsts throughout the t bringing forth of the family album
Heilier, le...........................Savage, le
world will vote for her successor. with its pictures of four or five
ttcularly tomar.tic character inter- j
Allen, lt ............................. Lipman. lt
Not much today is heard of the cult, decades ago.
The weatherman was extremely out the first, half with neither threat
preted by Morris pursues his heart's |
Peterson.
Rubenstein,
lg
....
Harris,
lg
but some years ago there was a good
kind to local football fandom and ening to score,
RECALLING JOE MANLEY
H. Crockett. Bartlett, c ... McGowan, c desire Interpreted by Miss Tcbin,
deal said about it. largely, if wc cor
The second half was four minutes
it was a large crowd that saw Coach
W. Olover, rg.................. Vincent, rg aboard an immense Atlantic liner. I
rectly recall, because of the active I
old
when Rockland punted from Yeager, rt ........... Edwards. Lewis, rt Thereafter one hilarious situation is
propaganda carried on by Mrs.
,Boston Herald Edltor‘ab
Sam Sezak's Rockland High football
midfield to the Skowhegan gcal line
said to follow another.
Be.-ant. whose name wc were taught
Ncw Englanders, and especially
team take a well deserved 7 to 0 win The visiting quarterback let the ball Raye, re.............................. Quinn, re
Mae West, noted Broadway actres=
to accent on the first syllable- Mainp folk‘ feel the stirnng of rvely
Karl, qb ............................ Graft, qb
Bes-ant. It was Walter Bc-sant. the memories when they read that Chase from a highly rated Skowhegan High roll unmolested and it was downed Ladd, lhb..................... Plummer, lhb and writer, is starred In her second
outfit at Community Park Saturdav jus*, inside the field cf play by a V. Crockett., rhb Gardiner, Oddy. rhb m:v‘e- Sbe Done Him Wrong,"
English author, who insisted upon Mo lien, Jr., probable new leader ot
________________________________ : Rockland end. Skowhegan picked up I Thomas, fb ....... Lessard. Oddy. fb which ccmes Thursday.
the
New
York
Republican
organiza
this pronunciation of the name, to
i a few yards on a line play and then
distinguish him from the lady, the ,licn ln Placc of Samuel 8 Koeni«' U
Touchdown. V. Crockett. Point' In lusty- hcarty fashlon- the »‘<>n*
on an off tackle slant a fumble was gfter tou.hdown
Thoma,. Rcfer;e. £'*'in?s a:°n?- ultimately bringing her
association of whose name with hts a grandson of the late Joseph H.
made with Rave. Rockland end, re- o;?en (Bowdoln) Umplrc
In ccnf.ict with the head of a neigh
lam.lv he cbjected to. Rockland at Manle>' oI
Joc Manlcy was
that time had a few adherents of the |a bcss of the old s^001- He was
covering on the seven-yard stripe (Co;by) Linesman. Durioll iMaino. borin« mlsslon- "ho turns out to be
Rcokland went into the huddle ann Timc four jOs
as susceptible to her charms as any i
iaith. and if we arc not mistaken..atcused °f '"“"S' lhin«s' h"1 never °‘
the signal was given for the old end.........................
, cf the natives of the district. A
cne of its leaders came on from Cali- bcln8 a reformer. He was a Blaine
'around play. The play was executed j
A Scoreless Tic
/tarlllng, dramatic climax follows
fornia and visited here while address- lieutenant who rose to the leadership
perfecily wit.h Karl faking a pass and
p . ‘
.
Roii-re knew '*'lclr mutual discovery of this fact.
ing her views to a small circle of the
the Mame Republicanism in those
Vernard Crockett racing around Wt a ]“g or Uvforward p' seJ Al. the color of the Bowery has
days when it was a machine that
no*, much interested.
| functioned with 100 per cent
end for the first Rockland touch- and wcre aJways a threat at Com-1 be*n compressed Into the picture! efficiency through many fat years.
down of the year. Capt. Dick munity Park Sunday afternoon. The 1 lu strange inhabitants, Ite gaudy re- j
OLI) OAKEN BUCKETS
_____
'He was a hunchback, with a kindly
Thcmas converted the extra point Rcckland Shel]s had a well trained sorts' lts Busty Pleasures. Miss Wes',
With pleasing recollections one Personality that made all men like
with a savage thrust through the dc;ense .however.end when thd'gome' -'in?* three songs in her best Bowery
middle of the line.
turns to the poetry comer and reads hlm and *ith cvcry *°°d (’uallty ln
was all ever neither team had crossed manner during the course of the film,
Samuel Woodworth’s, lines once fa- hls Personal relations. He made and Vernard Crockett carries the ball
After this score neither team the other's goal line. The game fur- 1 —adv
miliar in every home, where the old »nmade governors and congressmen, actoss for Rockland's first touch threatened seriously although Skow- nished plenty of excitement for the
oaken bucket was a valued accessory dictated Plasms and ran conven
hegan unleashed an air attack in good sized crowd, and it is quite evidown of the season
or the family life There were many tlons’ but Mked no oHice for himself
the final minutes of tha game that dent that semi-pro football will have i
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
such implements to be found in hiBhe>' tl,an the speakership of the afternoon in the firs*, home tilt. had the Rockland club guessing. a goca run here this fall.
If you are a subscriber to
these counties in days preceding the Mainc Legislature on one occasion,
Rcckland had been rated the under Only cne pass was completed bu'
The stars were Valer.ta. Olsen (for-' The Courier-Gazette and are
leaving home for any time, long
artesian well and the grivlty systems
Joe ManleV had a rale ^nius for dog because cf a 12 to 0 setback re this went fcr a gain of more than mer Rockland High coach) and
of water supply. And here and there Pclitical organization, but every dic ceived at Brunswick a week ago. but thirty yards. Ted Ladd, who was Flanagan excelling for the Shells and I or snort, let us mall the paper to
you during your absence. The
ta rural districts still to be encount- tator has his evl1 day and at len«th Capt. Dick Thomas and his mates playing his first game for Rockland,! MacBride fcr the Rollers, The sum- I regular copy of the paper will
cred, but none, we fancy, within thelne sufl,,red a revolt which finally put arose to the occasion and pulled a halted t.he Somerset County aggre-'mary:
go to the home as usual. Just
telephone the address to the
city limits. Some recall a well, at the In° le« clBcie«t Burleigh organl- neat game out. of the fire.
gation by intercepting a pass In Rockland i0)
10) Steamrollers
office, or mail a card. The paper
western end of Middle street, at the zatlon in contro1 of his domlnlon His
Knights,
le
..... re. Randall
This year's Rockland team ls of midfield.
will follow wherever you go, and
Brimijohn home, where boys on their P°wer DeBan to wane when be desert- average size with a goodly sprinklin;; Rcckland completely outplayed the i Flanagan, Fales, lt ..... rt. Hudgins j will stop on notice when you ar
wav to the swimming pool In Meadow Icd Ncw England's favorite son, Tom of large bovs tn the line and severa’. visitors in all departments with the Monaghan, lg ....... ............ rg, Vail | rive home. There will be do
charge.
Biook used always to stop for real
1896
and fine running backs. Coach Sezak locals hanging up six fir^t downs Larrabee, c .......
............ c, Shaw
freshment. There was the bucket. i°ined tbe New York
Pennsy1' has developed a fine offense with all against, three for the visitors and Glover, rg
.......... lg. Jones
iron bound, ideal in mossy brim, vanU bosses who preferred the nomi- of the plays being run from the gaining much more ground. Rock- Frye, rt ................ ....... lt, Skillins <
answering to the poet's every detail. 'nation °f McKinley. He never lived
popular double wing back formation lar.d was penalized twice for a total Mazzco. re .............. ......... le. Smith '
Those were the days before microbes d°™
stlnSine rebuke admln'
qb. MacBride
of ten yards while Skowhegan was set Olson. Hooper, qb
istered on that occasion by Sam with the guards and tackles pulling back twice for a total of 20 yard?. Va*enta, Hamlin, lhb .. rhb. Houston
had begun to lay burdens upon an
out t.o give crashing interference.
unsophisticated mankind. What would Fessenden of Connecticut—"Joe. Ood
The first period Saturday saw the ! Each team completed one pass and .Na.' h. Plalstcd. rhb ........ lhb. Misbti
Almighty hates a quitter!" But
we give to experience anew that
had one intercepted while Rockland Elack, fb ......................... fb Caverly
Maine Republicans, as they view orange clad Rockland team receiv
draught of nectar as It slopped i«4o
kicks averaged much more than did Referee, Sezak (Maine). Umpire,
ing
the
opening
kickoff
and
bringing
their wreck-strewn present, sigh
Wctton iBcwdoim. Linesman, Bur
us over the mossy edge of Mr. BrimiSkowhegan’s.
prayerfully for a return of the halcyon the ball back to midfield before
john's oaken bucket.
For Rockland there was no par rell (Maine). Time, four 10's.
being
forced
to
kick.
On
the
first,
punt
days under Joe Manley.
ticular star, the team working well
KR-0 (powder for m)75*.
If young Mr Mellen has inherited Johnnie Karl gave a sample of what
Capital which overreaches for
A loaf cf bread is a leaf cf bread
was to come later and this lad’s kick as a unit and Karl's punting standing
a
tithe
of
his
grandfather's
political
profits, labor which overreaches for
ing did a great part in keeping the out. Crockett, W. Glover and Heilier to a hungry man whatever his theo
wages, or a public which overreaches sagacity, New York Republicans have visitors at bay. The two teams bat were strong in the line while the logical beliefs or ritual preferences.
Ennuis
found
a
chief
who
possesses
a
com

for bargains will all destroy each
8UARANTEED
tled on nearly even terms through- backs all ^jed^ood football for.^n - Rev^ Charles R. Brown, D. D.
bination
of
idealism
and
practicalism.
other—Owen D. Young.

WE TRIMMED SKOWHEGAN

GOING TO—

UNION FAIR SALE

WEDNESDAY MORNINC
We are closing at Noon Wednesday in
order to go to Union Fair. Shop early
and give the boys a chance to get a
good start.

FLOUR “ 79c

RED

ROSE

GORTON’S FISHCAKES, 2 cans 19c

FISH

Fancy Halibut, lb.
31c
Salt Cod, 1 lb. box,
19c
Slack Salt'd Pollock, lb 08c

ARMOUR'S STAR

PURE LARD
LAMB
CHOPS 19c

20 lb.
box

$1.49

LAMB
LEGS

15c

10 lb. Bag FANCY ONIONS,
LEAN
*MEATY

29c

CHUCK ROAST - Sc

“DOUBLE VOTE SPECIAL”
Double votes on all purchases during
this sale

‘ Good To The Last Drop’’
MAXWELL HOUSE
LB.

25c

COFFEE
GjehJuw jKahJiet
EVERYTHING TO

LAV

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 26, 1933

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Sept. 28—Garden Club meeting at 2.30
at the home of Mm. David Talbot.
Sept. 26 28—North Knox Fair, Union.
Oct. 2—Lady Knox Chapter. DA.R,
opens Its season at the Copper Kettle.
Oct. 2—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Rosa Littlefield
Oct. 2—Open season on bird hunting
begins.
Oct. 3-8—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
ariscotta.
Oct. 4—Lincolnville Fair.
Oct. 10—Joint Installation Knox Lodge
and Miriam Rebekahs at I. O. O. F. hall.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
Oct. 14—Semi annual meeting of the
Maine State Hand Engine League, Lubec
Oct. 17-19—Chautauqua ln Rockland.
Oct. 19—Appleton Ridge—Annual Har
vest Home rapper and sale of the Will
ing Workers.
Oct. 19—Annual harvest home at
Riverside hall. Appleton
Oct. 19—Opening meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League season.

Rockland Encampment will hold Its
election cf officers Wednesday night.
Fals Circle will meet with Mrs. Mary
Rogers, Crescent street, Wednesday
afternoon. Picnic supper.

W. H. Glendenning, Jr. is to oc
cupy the new house on Shaw ave
nue built by F. M. Kittredge.

MRS. C. B. JONES

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
These merchants are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.
MARKETS

MEN’S WEAR

Perry’s Foodland

Gregory’s

Rockland
dockland 416 Main St.,
OIL BURNERS, RANGE OIL
DEPARTMENT STORES
. REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL

428 Main St.,

votes on all purchases Wednesday
morning in the Century of Progress
contest.

F uller-Cobb-Davis
328 Main St.,

A. C. McLoon Co.

Rockland
COLLISION WORK

Dewey Call, who recently sold his
house on Shaw avenue to John A
Post is to build a residence on West
Meadow road.

Page Three

GARAGES

Rockland Body & Fender
Shop

Kent’s
581 Main St.,

Rockland 655 Main St.,

LADIES' WEAR

Rockland

DRUG STORES

The death of Cora Etta (Vannah),
wife of Chester B. Jones in Waldoboro
Sept. 11, bought sadness to many
even though it marked release from
six and one-half years of invalidism.
Mrs. Jones, daughter of the late
Mr and Mrs. William Vannah was
Her
born in South Waldoboro,
marriage to Mr. Jones took place in
November, 1887, and they resided
many years in Warren where Mr
Jones had employment. About 20
years ago they moved to Waldoboro
where they had bought a snug little
home.
Mrs. Jones was formerly a member
of the Rebekahs. Of an industrious
nature, she took particular pride in
her home, her housekeeping and
culinary skill winning no small ad
miration. She took much pleasure
in serving others, and was always
ready to go to those who needed her
Her long illness, was borne with for
titude and patience. Other than
the husband, only cousins survive.
Funeral services were held Sept
14, Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbfiy officiating. The floral tributes
were lovely. Bearers were Thomas
Benner and Charles Greenlaw, in
terment was in the family lot at
Achorn Cemetery, Rockland. At
tending the services from out ot town
were Mr. and Mrs. Reddington
Pitcher of Somerville, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. Freeland Vannah of South
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs. R L. Jones
and Mrs. Helen Lawrence, of Rock
land.

William T. Flint, formerly with the
Cutler’s
Comer Drug Store
H. H. Flint market, is employed at Jeff Mealey's All-Stars are to play
369 Main St.,
Rockland 422 Main St..
Rockland
a three-game series of baseball in
Perry's Market.
Auto Electric
Wall Paper
Bucksport—two Saturday afternoon
Farrel Co., Inc.
C. M. Blake Store
A Rockland nMh who has himself and one on Sunday.
643 Main Street
662 Main Street
served as mayor suggests William W.
Drug
Stores
Shoe
Repairing
Radio, Sporting Goods •
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday aft
Case for the Republican nomination.
McCARTY’S
ROCKLAND SHOE
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
606 Main Street
REPAIRING CO.
ernoon with Mrs. William Brawn.
Baseball fans are tickled with this There will be reports from the deleRoots and Shoes
Restaurants
Furniture
BOs 1 os slIOE STOKE
NEWBERT’S
morning's announcement that Fred gates to the State Convention.
Main Street
306 Main Street
STUDLEY FVRN. CO.
Main Street
Hoey will broadcast the World Series [
------Cleaning and Pressing
Fruit
_____
I By popular demand Mae West ln
I. L. CROSS
NAL’M A ADAMS
Hardware
220 Main Street
A large and unpleasant looking "She Done Him Wrong" is booked for
457 Main Street,
H. H. CRIE CO.
456
Main Street
giub, with a full-fledged tail, was a return engagement Thursday at
Jewelry
Fish Market
C. E. DANIELS
FREI) HASKELL
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
unearthed at Melvin Staples' garden, Strand Theatre. Much interest is
370 Main Street
Main Street
408 Main Street
being shown ln the picture at present
Pleasant Oardens, Saturday.
Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar. Etc.
Boots and Shoes
as styles in women's clothes are
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
The season's largest crowd was on fashioned after Mae West.
86 Park Street
432 Main Street,
Rockland
101-118
hand at Harold Coombs' dance Fri
day night at the Keag Grange hall
The Ocean View tea room in Cam
MRS. CLARENCE RICH
with the Fauncc special still very den closed last, night after a suc Fales Circle, Ladies of G A.R.,
popular.
cessful season in which Mrs. Wads meets tomorrow afternoon and eve
Lois (O'Donnell) wife of Clarence
worth and her competent corps of ning with Mrs. Mary Rogers, Cres
Rich, and a former resident of this
All Scout leaders of Knox and Lin assistants have given the public ex cent street.
_____
city, died last Tuesday in Rutland,
coln Counties are invited to attend cellent satisfaction. The Wadsworth
William R. Lufkin has moved Into Mass., after an illness of about five
a meeting at the home of Harold tea room will be open through the
the apartment over Berman's cloth- months. The deceased was a native
Whitehill. 92 Pleasant street, Rock winter as usual.
ing store opposite the foot of Lime- of Ireland and 36 years of age. She
land, at 7.30 p. m Thursday.
( LIFFORD E. THOMAS
is survived by her husband, two
-------An event which generally draws roc't street.
A harvest dinner and a vegetable patrouage from
it
------daughters — Mary and Margaret,
Clifford Eugene TTiomas. 66. died
hash supper are features at the Uni- should_is the annual harvest homcThe ushers for the reception to be
three sisters and one brother. Burial
Sept.
15 after having b?en a patient
versallst vestry Wednesday
The held by the Wllllng workers of held at Orand Army hall Thurcday was in Worcester.
at the Fairfield Sanitarium for three
group of women, headed by Mrs Appleton The date this year is Oct. f 'ening are asked to report at the
George L. St. Clair, is in charge.
' J9 and
han u the placc hall Thursday at 2 o'clock for reyears, during which a brave fight was
SOUTH HOPE
Jimmy Jordan”of”oxford. driver of The program lncludes 8
8 short hear£at
made to regain his health
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Humphrey of
Mr Thomas was born in NorthSister Napoleon. H. B Burgess' trot- ^tertalnment. an auction (of vege------ter is spending the week with Mr tables) and one ot those suppers with
Hon. E. Maynard Thompson of Olencove, were recent callers at W port. but spent practically his en
and Mrs Burgess Sister Napoleon torty-leven kinds of pie.
Augusta has been appointed referee C. Wellman's.
tire life in Rockland. He was mar
in bankruptcy for the counties of < Mrs. C. B. Taylor, who has been a ried about 42 years ago to Alice Ulmer
is sick and will not be an entry in th?
The 20th anniversary of Rev. W. Knox, Lincoln. Sagadahoc and Ken- surgical patient at Knox Hospital, Colson who died 15 years ago. For
Union Fair races.
_____
J
“ Pastor of the First Bapjn place of the late Hon is now at home.
more than 25 years Mr Thomas was
Ruth Mayhew Tent, at a special tist Church in Winthrop, Mass., will Fremont J.C. kittle, who has held
Lucille and Susan Gath have as employed by E. L. Spear as a firstmeeting Friday night will hold in- be cbscrved
Sunda>’ and an an’ the office ever since the present gue< tMaryPalladino ofRockland,
class mason. He was a member of
spectlon. with Mrs. Emma Derwent of; nlversary hymn has been written for bankruptcy law went into effect in
Mrs. J Fred Brunner (Pern Mink) the Mason's Union and also had been
Portland, department inspecting offl- the occas‘on by Mr ^y- whose spe- 18g8
new appointee
One
of Miami. Fla., visited her uncle W. active in other organizations.
cer, in charge. Supper will be in cial ta'ent hi
direction is well of Maine's best known attorneys,
Mr Thomas was particularly fond
A. Mink the past week.
known here Noted in the list of
charge of Mrs. Lizzie French.
of children and young people. Pos
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
C.
Hemenway
and
participants is Wendell Hodgkins
Th eannual meeting of the Wom
sessing a youthful heart himself he
David Imboden, the well-known formerly of Rockland. Best wishes1 an's Auxiliary ls ln session today at Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Leighton at
was always full of life, and was pop
tended
Advent
confereraxat
Port
artist, of Hollywood. Calif., has been for the success of the occasion will gt. Veter's Church with’a la’rge'au
ular with all who knew him. The
Clyde
Sonday.
.in the city for a _
-------__
forward
t
this
city
wlth
con
.
endance
variQus
few days, going on
M. H. Bowley and family visited at nurrrs at the Sanitarium spoke many
. ,
,
...
Sunday to New York where he will gratulations to this long-term pastor. state,
among whom are Miss Martimes of his patient and happy dis
F.
B Kimball's Sunday.
be for about six weeks associated with
position during his sickness.
Mrs. Leroy D. Perry received a let- puerile °8d?n of Portland. State
Albert Herter in painting murals.
U. G. Merrifield reports seeing a
____
_ ter from her son Dudley this morning Prestdf°t. Bishop Benjamin BrewHe is survived by one daughter,
bear at his farm located at the head
Mrs. Frank Allen of Rockland, and
Admission will be free today at and was quite amazed to learn that ‘‘ter of Portland and several clergy- of Fisn pond.
Union Fair It is preparation day J he was "somewhere in central New | raen- T*16 £ession today opened with
three sons, Fred B. Thomas of SangW. H. Robinson and Herbert
and the big show will not open offl- Ycrk State" as he expressed it, head- corporate communion for women and Thomas were callers at C. B. Taylor’s i erville, Leroy C. Thomas of Norridge'
! wock and Clifford E Thomas of
daily until tomorrow All tho rides cd toward the World's Fair in Chi- a breakfast. Luncheon and busi- Sunday.
|
are going and the midway is in Tull cago. He celebrated his birthday by ness sessions round out the day.
Ormond Sprague of Lynn, Mass i Rockland; also by five grand
operation. The W.C.T.U. will have getting lost in Bolton, but this boy.
was recently a caller at Mrs. Etta children and four great grandchild
a rest room in the new administration j ’’ho was a letter man on the Rock
ren.
The Knox County commissioners Multi's
building in charge of Mrs. Dunton. >and High School football team |are summoned oy the State Highway Mrs. James Raymond and daughter
Funeral services were held Sundoesn't mind trifles. Just the same Commission to a joint board meeting Inna
^orth Jay were ln
Wfd i day from Bowes * Crozier's parlors
■--------------- would
.. i»t 10 a. m, ~
—.
•
Howard Welch of thf
Down at the Bean Barrel Club all “
there
are not, many boys who
Thursday
to award- nesday and Thursday
looking up old
sorts of bouquets are handed out to undertake this trip alone with only damages to the property of R. W.
Warren
Baptist
church officiating
friends.
the members. For instance there 18 in cash money on their person. Hardy and Isabella H. Griffin, locatThe
profusion
of
flowers testified to
Gertrude Payson is at home after
------| ed near Duck Trap bridge in Lincolnwax that 16-pound turnip taken Irom
esteem for the deceased. The bear
spending
three
weeks
in
Rockland.
the garden of Freeift Young's sumtnei Tlie sports editor and Edward ville. This “Right of Way and
Several from this place attended ers were Oeorge Britto, Walter Brit
estate and presented to Walter Gonia saw three Innings of the Guil- Damage project" will immediately
the lecture given by Commander to George Carroll, and Albert Grant
(Steamboat) Weeks. The recipient ford-Togus baseball game in Gull- follow the public hearing which will
Donald B MacMillan at Union Tues Interment was in the family lot at
figures it will last him until the hunt ford Sunday afternoon The home j also lake place near Springbrook
Sea View cemetery.
day evening.
ing season is over.
jeam won 5 to 1, and a crowd which Hill bridge in Camden, involving conmust have numbered 1500 or 2000 per- demnation proceedings as to the
"SIxTy days' was the predominant .sons was delirious with Joy. Jack- Phelps and Dr. Adams properties near
word in Judge Dwinal's court yester- man of the Philadelphia Giants | this new structure.
day. It was meted out to Andrew I pitched tor Guilford, and Don Bren____________
Wfccdlow, who was up for drunken-1 nan, late of the New York Yankees.
ness (second offense.; ta Frank I was on the mound for Togus. In” shTild blttertv
Are just in and will be on sale until we are ready to
Leighton of OWl's Head, ditto; and tolcluded in the lineup of the team from ..oh
”'
plant
the first week in October.
Get your bulbs
Llewellyn Mank. convicted of druttken’the National Soldiers' Homc were | un, he flung back, “you were no
young bird when I married you.”
now
if
you
want
the
kind
we
plant
ourselves.
driving. All were committed to the three members of the Knox and Lin
“No," she retorted, "but considering
brick resident* on High street
coln Twilight League—Clyde Suke- what I got I was an early bird."
forth, Ralph Brewer and “Norm"
Semi-pro football made such an Merrill. Brewer was badly injured
excellent hit at Community Park in the neck—Just how he did not A woman was being shown over a
last Sunday that the fans will be seem to know himself—and he was country seat ln North Wales famous
glad to know that another game has taken out of the game. One thing is for its fine pictures. One was a por
trait of "Nel! Owynn, after Sir Peter
been arranged for the coming Sun- cwtain-Oullford
a red.hot bal, L
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
day. This time the Rockland Shells town
115-tf
are scheduled to meet the Canton
___
BORN
Blues, one of the finest teams around I The meeting of Golden Rod Chap- CARLSON—At Berlin, WIs., Sept. 12, to
Port land.
ter O.E.S. FridayJ night
had a large Mo/,,,
and Mra- aPred
formerly
s V nou a raise
f vinalhaven,
son. Carlson,
Lester William,
{attendance. The supper was in leach—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
The supper and card party given Charge Of the men, with Dr. J. A
?Leach,
ept: 21a• daughter,
to Mr and
Mrs- Lawrence
Jeannlne.
under the auspices of the group of Jftchan as chairman. In observance
Universalist women headed by Mrs. of Past Ruth Night, yellow was fea
MARRIED
Wilbur F. Senter Ji*„ at Crescent tured in tablg decorations, those at SHUTE-MERCHANT—At Belfast. Sept 2.
Lawrence C. Shute and Miss Merlal
Beach last week netted $20. The the table reserved for the Past Ruths. Merchant, both of Rockland.
committee In charge comprised Mrs of wftom there were
very LYMBURNER-TEED — At Portsmouth
N. H . Sept 2. Rexford P. Lymburner
L. E. WfcRac. Mrs. F. A. Tirrell Jr., pretty. Memorial services were held
and Ellcnc V. Teed, both of Portland
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. T. C. Stone. fop the late William N. Benner.
Mrs. W. H. Rhodes and Miss Carrie Gr;iCP
of
and HARRINGTON—AtDIED
Rockland, Sept. 23. 1
Fields.
Benjamin W Harrington, aged 731
Orient of Union were invited to be

OUR DAFFODIL BULBS

Daffodils in variety
Madonna Lilies

Narcissus in variety
Mixed Tulips

SILSBY’S

z

FUR COAT SALE—WEDNESDAY IS THE LAST DAY

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

PERCALE PARTY
ALL THIS WEEK
200 Pieces 80x80 Square, all first quality

15c
Other Percales, 19c
Cut from full pieces, All Vat Dye

(absolutely fast color)
See our window cf Hand Made Quilts, some nearly 200 years old—The Prize
Winners at Montpelier

guests of Golden Rod at the meeting
Charles Maynard Havener was
ot Oct. 13. Entertainment features
chosen noble grand at last night’s
meeting of Knox Lodge I.O.O.F. Included an address on “Ruth” given
. -by Mrs. Hattie Davies in a finished
Lester Post was elected vice grand;
’
Lendon C. Jackson Sr. recording sec nsanner. and vocal selections from the
retary; George Tarr financial secre cantata “Ruth, the Moabitess," in
tary, Harry French, treasurer and cluding solo by Mrs. Nettle Bird Frost
Capt. Alan V. Sawyer trustee for three leading into the duct “Entreat Me I
years.
A joint installation with Not to Leave Thee" sung by Mrs
Frost and 8. T. Constantine; Mr. |
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will be held
Constantine
’s solo, “Our Days Axe j
Oct. 10 at which time the appointive
Like a Shadow;" bass solo by Dr. J.
officers will be named.
Pomes Tn
A. ■ Richan, “Lo! There vruinc*
io
The easiest way to climb the sodial Mine Ear," and a quartet “Lord, In \
ladder is to have your grandfather I Mercy, Hear, by Mrs. Vivian |
Uewett, Mrs. Frost, Mr. Constantine
begin at the bottom of it.
a^d Dr. Richan. Mrs. Alta Dimick
Old-fashioned New England boiled was at the piano. Past Esther night
dinner served In the Universalist will be observed at the meeting of
vestry by the church's famous cooks Friday, Oct. 13, with Leroy A. Chatto,
Wednesdhy, Sept. 27, 11.30 to 1, 35c. past patron, giving the address.
Vegetable hash supper, 5.30 to 7, 25c. Mrs. Matie Spaulding was named
314-115

supper chairman.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mrs Mabie Rawley. who passed away Sept. 24. 1932
Gone from us. but leaving memories.
Death can never take awav.
Memories that will always linger
While upon this earth we stay.
Friends may think I have forgotten
When at times they see me smile.
Little do they know the heartaches
That the smile hides all the while.
Harry Franklin Curtis.

LA TOURA1NE

COFFEE

CARD OF THANKS
We wlsh to extend our thanks to the
R Qf p Lodge and the sisterhood, the
Ladles' Aid of Friendship and to our
neighbors and friends for their floral
offerings, and the many kindnesses and
assistance during our bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. McLellan.
Friendship.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to all our neighbors and frlcndt to
Bowes Ac Crozier, who were so kind to
us during the Illness and death of our,
little son and brother Millard H. Watts;
also for the many pretty floral tributes !
Mr and Mrs. Frank Watts and family '

Union.

»l

Sale

1 Lb

Price

Can

Nationally Known

ORANGE PEKOE or FORMOSA OOLONG

NATIOmVIDE

Nation-Wide Teas m.bX5c

COFFEE

ORANGE PEKOE

Double Q Brand Tea“d >uH.,

LB
PKG

FORMOSA

GEN. KNOX TEA

BULK

NEW LOW REGULAR PRICE

Lb

SANTA CRUZ —FANCY NEW PACK

EXTRA SPECIAL
This Week

CAMPBELL’S

SPINACH

.

•

BIRD'S FANCY CUT

Tomato Juice WAX BEANS

3 -19

SPECIAL
PRICE

IO*

No.
2 Caa

Cranberry Beans X
MAINE PACKED

Dl? A C

Sunshine
CREAM LUNCH
N«w Englaad’g
favorite (ami|y
cracker

C

2Lb
Pkg

_

STANDARD

QUALITY

SPLENDID BRAND —FANCY MAINE
GOLDEN
BANTAM

CORN

RIPPLED WHEAT

NATION-WIDE

FISH CAKES "

2

PH*

| 9C

Meal

Cans

ir
»^.X3*
ZZ3*
No. 2

The new whole _
wheat breakfast
food

Can

Quaker Corn Meal .
X ft 17e
Schumakers XXX Health Flour L'/XO®
No-Oil Salad Dressing
9Oxj.r 14®
THREE CROW

P & O SOAP SPKCIALS

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 27
fex

Camay Soap J B.r515*

SODA

1 Lb
Pkg

7

MONEY BACK OFFER

P&GSoap J a lOc

AUSTIN’S FLAKES
For PUFPIES and TOY DOGS

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28

Small packagk FREE with

2.14 Class, Mixed..................................... Purse $250.00
2.20 Class, Mixed.....................................
250.00
2.27 Class, Mixed.....................................
200.00

BIG NIGHT SHOW WEDNESDAY EVENING
VAUDEVILLE ACTS
BAND CONCERTS

IT

Lge Na. 2^
Can

SPLENDID BRAND —FANCY Cut

AT UNION FAIR, UNION, MAINE

2.16 Class, Mixed................................... Purse $250.00
2.20 Class, Mixed...................................
250.00
2.23 Class, Mixed.....................................
200.00

•2

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Race Program

years. 2 months. 16 days.
RICH- At Rutland. Mass . Sept, 19. Lots
(O'Donnell!, wife of Clarence Rich,
formerly of Rockland, aged 36 yers.

* I?

ChipSO
sUH QUICK SUDS

I gc

1 pound package for

JR Pkgs J*

NATION-WIDE

Our Offer

SERVICE

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

FIREWORKS
114-115

15

Serve the (mail package firat, if your dog it notaetitfied,
return tha large package—and gat your money back.

GROCERS

Every-OtherDa?

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 26, 1933

Page Fouf

CANADA-U. S. BORDER
RESULT OF PARLEYS
Unfortified Boundary
3,000 Mile* Long.

25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns
of this paper of aome of the
happenings which Interested
Rockland and vicinity in this
month, 1908.

Mass. Y.M.C.A. won the 24-mlle
marathon race which marked the
close of Old Home Week.
Charles Winslow and family re! turned from Eagle Rock, Va.

ICOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
1

1

3

15

4

r" 7

e

1 II
These births were recorded:
id
9
St. Oeorge, Aug. 18. to Mr. and Mrs.
1^ 15
lb
17
IS
____
Hiram Andrews, a daughter.
ll
Washington. — President Roose
Union. Aug. 19. to Mr. and Mrs.
velt's recent reference to the Cana
Aitociate Justice Albert R.JSavage
Hemenway. a daughter.
16
P ll
18
19
dlan-Vnlted States border as s W£LS pre3lding over Supreme Court.
Boston,
Aug.
18,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
boundary without fortifications em
Joseph Walker jammed one of hls Wlllianl E olu of Camden, a £on
1
11
14
15
2.5
phasizes the unusual condition
.J
which exists along the 3,000-nilk hand; badly while coupling Ume- James Monroe
imee
lo
Rockland. Aug 23. to Mr. and Mrs
strip of land. Aside from patrolt rock Rail Road can.
lb
27
of Royal Mouutles at strategic pointi
Joan Kendr.ck Bangs, author and
Young, a daughter, Eloise
and customs and Immigration offi humorist, addressed a Republican , Caroline.
30
24
cials and boats of the department j
in wajpoj,,
Rockland.
July
28,
to
Mr.
and
of fisheries on the waterways, it ii ‘ *
Major James Ulmer's house at The Mrs Leroy Cook, a son, Edgar Leroy.
32/
31
unguarded. However, It took more
Cushing. Aug. 31. to Mr. and Mrs.!
than a century of negotiations to ar Meadows, a well known landmark
&
2>5
Ansel Orne, a daughter.
rive at this happy state of affairs. was torn down.
Tlie fixing of the boundaries, be
Ul
The New Dreamland Theatre was
Rockport, Sept. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
$
gun in 1783, was not concluded un organized with Hilda C. Rosenberg w o Cummings, a son.
41
40
37
til 1908, and although there was of Rcckland as president.
Vinalhaven, Sept. 4. to Mr. and Mrs
during the negotiations one or two
MN
The Samoset had such a suceess- Ira W. Smith, a daughter.
43
45
41
Instances of local uprisings be
tween the settlers on both sides of j-fu- season that an addition was
Deer Isle. Aug. 29. to Mr. and Mrs.
1
4b
4$
4b
the line, the final Issue was In no J planned.
Edward O. Greenlaw, a son.
47
case due to the display of force. Be- j
tea*
Rockland. Sept. 7, to Mr. and
cause of the faultiness of the only | with Obadiah Gardner heading , Mrs Timothy Reardon, a son.
51
available maps and the ignorance of ' the Demozratlc ticket as a candlRockland, Sept 10. to Mr. and Mrs
the negotiators regarding the topog- I date for governor, the election in
E W. Egan, a daughter.
| HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont )
HORIZONTAL
rapliy of the country under dispute,
14- To act in response
Camden, Sept. 12, to Mr. and Mrs
38-lmplied
1-Stocky part of a
the marking of the boundaries was , Kr.cx County was a Democratic
15- Veneration
l40-S?riea
' landslide. The Republicans carried Charles A Emery, a son, Wendell
plant
an extremely complicated affair.
16- Anger
42- Mother (Short)
5-Strike
only North Haven and Hurricane, but1 Holmes,
A Dispute in the East.
43- Front leg of a horse 19-Forma a glossy
9-Any surface (pl.)
made
their
largest
gain
in
ThomasProvidence.
Sept
The most dangerous of the IronrnomasSept. 12. to Mr and
(45-A negative
surface upon
11- Tales
tier disputes was the settlement of I ton. Gardner carried Rockland by Mrs. Willard C. Dart, a son.
'.5-Not fancy
21-Thosc who pats
12- Egyptian tun-god
23-Waste
48-A college official
13- Lingerod
the boundary between Maine, New a major
j,y of
Of 315 over Bert M
Rockport, Sept 16. to Mr and Mrs.
majority
M. FerFer
25-Sacred flower of
I
(Pl-)
17- Muslcel note
nald. These county officers were
Egypt
18- Hlgh playing card Id-System (abbr.)
27- Beseech
S1-Afternoon parties
completely settled for more than
State S.nator, Lindley M
Thomaston. Sept. 14, to Mr. and
20- Peeps
28- A letter
21- Faiten
fifty years. The treaty named as Staples of Washington; clerk of Mrs. Guy Libby, a daughter,
30-To the time when
22- A naval officer
the boundaries of the United States j court, Gilford B. Butler of South
port Clyde, to Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
VERTICAL
33- Country in Europe
(abbr.)
such vague locations as “the north- , Thomaston; sheriff. Adelbert. J. Tol- j Chadwick, a son.
34- Swiss river
24- A thoroughfare
west angle of Nova Scotia," namely, man 0{ Rockland; county attorney.
....
36-Dried leaves used
j 1-Girl’s name
(abbr.)
the angle formed "by a line drawn j Philip Howard of Rockland: county
for a medicine
2-Track
25- Mllk (Lat.)
The marriages for this period were: J
See Page Two
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? . . . “What Is Your Score? ?
3-Electrical Engineer 37-Miachievoua
north from the source of the SL
_ „ ..
.
, _ .
26- Faat
Portsmouth,
Victor
Hall
and
Miss
Croix river" snd the Islands ln the •
D «
of Rockchildren
[
(abbr.)
28- Goddeas of the
38- A measure of weight
4- Small rug
dawn (Gr., Myth.)
Sunday to Waterville where they will bone in her right shoulder. Miss Bay of Passamaquoddy which be- i land; judge of probate, Edward C Nellie F. Hatch, both of Rockland.
WARREN
39- Spread loosely for
5- Unfit
Bangor. Sept. 15. Fred E. Kellar ot
29- Doubta
Payson of Rockland; register of pro
spend several weeks with their daugh- Lulu Simmons of Thomaston is car longed to hls Britannic majesty.
drying, as flax
6- Comparative suffix
31- Large deer
Bar Harbor and Mias Alice J. Black I
The
Identity
of
the
St
Croix
bate,
Clarence
D.
Payson
of
ThomMrs. Inez Libby of Thomaston is ter and son-in-lraw Mr. and Mrs. Earl ing for her.
41-Piteh
7- Prank
32To
follow
river
was
decided
by
a
commission
| arton; county commissioner, W. L of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Rogers of West
spending two weeks with Mrs. Ruth ! HaU.
8- Mountain range 1n 43- Adapt
33- Sick
in 1798; that of the islands by an
Camden, Aug. 18, Homer P. Smith
44- 0 b tain
W. China
34- An inaect
Wilson.
Mrs Clara Lermond arrived Thurs Concord. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Richard agreement with the British commis Allen of St. George. Knox County
47-Because
10-Juice of plants
15-Seniora
(abbr.)
would
send
a
oomplete
Democratic
an
d
Miss
Abbie
I.
Rolerson,
both
ot
j
The first of a series of entertain day from Beverly. Mass., to spend Howarth of Camden were callers sioner, Thomas Barclay of New
49-Of age (Lat., abb*)
11- Affirmative reply
37-Pronoun
delegation
to
the
State
Legislature.
I
Lincolnville.
ments to be given by members of, two weeks with Warren and Thomas Thursday on Mrs. John Teague.
Brunswick, in 1817, and the “angle"
• • • •
Camden, Aug 19, Lawrence C. |
(Solution to Pretlouv Purtlri
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Welt of Au by direct negotiations between Dan
the Congregational ladles' circle for ton relatives.
C. M. Thomas was suffering from Rankin and Miss Helen E. Wiley, both
the purpose of raising funds, will be ! Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. burn spent the weekend with Mr and iel Webster, American secretary of
CAMDEN
state, and Lord Ashburton in 1842.
a revere care of gypsy moth poison- of Lincolnville.
held Thursday from 3 to 5 at the Pearl Hilton were Mrs. Hilton's Mrs Willard Wiley.
In these negotiations the king of ing.
Rockland,
Aug.
22.
J.
A.
Emmons
[
Callers
iast
Saturday
on
Mr.
and
home of Mrs. Anna Starrett
Miss Katherine McKinnon who has
mother and cousin. Mrs Dora Mason
the Netherlands was called upon to
Albert Pendleton fell' into the and Eva Shibles.
Officers of Ivy Chapter, OE.S., are and Irvin Scoville, both of Cutler.
Mrs. C. H. Conant were Mr and arbitrate. Although hls award was
been spending the summer with her
Deer Isle. Aug. 28, Ernest J. Perkins monier Mre Mae McK1nnon. left,
requested to meet at the hall at 7 , Dinner guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrr, Eventt Whitney of Appleton, based on thorough investigations, [ hatch of a lime barge breaking two
Saturday to enter Columbia Univer- 1
o’clock Friday evening for rehearsal Mrs. Oliver Libby were Miss Blanche Mr and Mrs. Milton Young and Mr. Maine did not agree to it and the I ribs and culling and bruising him and Julia E. Eaton.
Deer Isle, Sept. 1. Fred Haskell and jsjty.
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen and Washburn. Fred Folsom of Auburn. ar.d Mrs. Victor Reed of Lincolnville. difficulties culminated In the "Res- self.
J
Mrs
Defrees has returned
son Robert of Sanford were calling Mr. and Mrs. George Hewlson of CarMr. and Mrs. Everett Shuman, son took war" of 1S38-39. For this af
Ephraim Colson was engaged as Miss Harriet Gray.
Cushing. Sept. 9, Alfred F Sherman
chi
after
m the summer
on friends in town Sunday.
! lisle. Penn., and Auburn, all of whom Reger and Mr and Mrs. Arthur fair the President was authorized to principal of the Westport (Conn.)
of Rockland and Miss Ethel E. Mar- at her cotUge
Bay yiew street
Charles E. Starrett, ill the paat ■ were weekend guests; also Mr. and Thomas of North Waldoboro were call out the militia, but hostilities j High School.
were averted.
Mr. &nd Mrs wllllam G 8tover of (
week from a grippe cold, is reported Mrs. Hiram Libby and Capt. Leander guests Sunday afternoon of Mr and
Charles Collomy bought the A. B shall of Cushing.
Difficulties also entered Into the
Waldoboro. Sept. 3. Willie F. Mank
were recenl guests of Mr
to be improving.
Mrs. John Teague.
! Whitmore of Thomaston.
fixing of the boundaries west of Ni Stevenson house on Willow street.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Walker went
E.
D
Llnscott
sold
his
fish
market
of
Waldoboro
and
Minnie
F.
Spear
of
and
Mrs
Alphonse
S. Prince.
agara.
France
first
claimed
the
Ellis Spear. 3d. who spent the sum
Jefferson.
! A H Parsons and John p
Mississippi basin by virtue of the to George E. Mason.
mer here, returned Sunday to NewNORTH HAVEN
Rockport, Sept. 19, James S. Me- ispent
weekend at Blue Hill,
i ion Centre. Mass., motoring through
Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston arrived explorations of La Salle; English
Oliver F. Hills went to Lynn. Mass
Mrs AUce
and daughter' Excessive worship of the great god
with Ellis Spear. 2d. and Abbott at North Haven for his annual vaca- fur traders claimed the Northwest (.-> work In the accounting depart servey of Rockport and Mrs Dora
With the cession of Quebec ln
Hathaway
of
California.
'
MUs
HazeI
Baker
the weekend Exercise will seem as weird to our
Spear who came down for the week- , non, and is a guest at the Inn.
1763 the situation changed, England ment of the General Electric Co .
St
Oeorge,
Sept.
16,
George
A
in
Bangor,
guests
of
Mr.
and Mrs. descendants as the excessive piety of
end. Ellis Spear. 3d. will resume his Flowtrs at the church these Sun- claiming what ls now the north cen
The Kiff Sc Johnson Mill Co . was
cur ancestors now seems to some of
,
duties as assistant In the psychology days are being furnished from the tral states. The northwest ordi building a new saw mill at. the junc Cowan of Hampden and Miss Emma william Davis.
.us.—Bruce Barton.
j department of Harvard and Radcliffe gardens of Mr. and Mrs. Irving nance of 1787 envisioned the ambi tion of the Beechwoods road and the J. Hall of Tenant’s Harbor.
Camden friends of Robert C fill! of
Simpson. They have been beautiful tions of the young republic in the road leading to Warren.
Colleges.
Malden. Mass , a former resident of I
Ralph Daggett went to Dover,
S^00’-5 began in Vinalhaven. P
piace wdj be interested to learn
Miss Evelyn Eerry. head of the and very much enjoyed and appre- [ vacant spaces of the West Lewis
and Clark, Gray and Astor, carried N H., where he had employment in H. P1,ant uwas, PrlnclPal of the hl«n that he is ln the Malden Hospital for j
senior department of the Bancroft elated.
the flag to the Pacific.
school with Miss N. Maude Donnell as an appendicitis operation.
The work upon the Pulpit Harbor
1 School at Owl's Head, returned there
The electioneering cry ln 1844 of a Jewelry store.
Friday after spending a vacation of j Church is now completed. A new “Fifty-four Forty or Fight!" typified
Twenty men were working on a ass.stant
Capt. and Mjs William 8tanley
two weeks with her parents Mr. and stone and cement foundation has the spirit of the time, but wiser new concrete dam at Chickawaukee
lJfray' S°n °f
' S Libby 01 and Alexander Stanley of Barrington.
Mrs. C. Frank Berry. The school re teen laid in the rear, replacing the counsel prevailed.
Lake. It was to be 170 feet long and
J"’
rUn f*" *7 * b‘CyC‘e N 8 • who have been at
wilbur
rider and lost several teeth.
; are now jn Boston for a few days.
Difficulties Over Waterways.
moved to winter quarters at Haddon frost-lifted wall that if left would
seven feet high.
Negotiations were entered Into ln
Marcellus Prince, boat-builder, died
Pedro Fernandez has returned to
have menaced the whole building the
field. N. J.. Saturday.
'll P / J / i *
A harrow fell upon G. W. BachNew York city after spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kenniston coming winter. A new cement run 1846, and It was decided that the elder's left foot at the trotting park, suddenly in Thomaston.
Mrs. Maude Doane was elected ! dayS jn town.
have been guests a few days of Mr. way has been ouilt, door hung, and boundary should follow the forty- cutting it badly.
ninth parallel from the Rockies to
president of the Vinalhaven W. C. | Charles Simpson who passed the
and Mrs. Donald Kenniston at Union, j bulk-h'tad covering put on. Also the
Leaking gasoline caught fire in
the middle of the channel which
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
Fred Page of Litchfield spent a few j chimney from the roof up has been separates the continent from Van
T- U.
summer in Camden, has returned to
Eaton Simmons' motor boat and one
a day single .... and $4.00
H. H. Payson was elected president his home in Chestnut Hill. Philadeldays last week at the home of Mr ' rebuilt. TM old church seems good couver's Island, and thence south
cf his hands was badly burned.
of the Payson family at the 25th an- phia.
double for this smart centrally
and Mrs Alvah Simmons. Mr. Page now for lOO years. Mrs. Eunice erly through the middle of the said
Jacob Ludwig, deliveryman for H.
nual reunion in Hope.
Mr. and Mrs Leroy McDermott and
was here to dismarftle the gas shovel Brown and John Crockett have been channel and of Fuca's strait to the
located hotel
L. Higgins, was thrown from Lhe
Hampton L. Robbins was elected daughter Alma and Miss Virginia
at East Warren, making It ready to the Initiators of these repairs, and a Pacific ocean.”
wagon
when
his
horse
stumbled
and
The many waterways along the
president of the Robbins family, ln Wagner motored to Bar Harbor Suilbe taken to Washington for a con job has been done, one of Mr. Tab1OOO ROOMS
border—the Great Lakes, the SL he was badly cut and bruised.
reunion at Appleton.
nay
i butt's best. There remains $100 dolstruction job.
Lawrence, St. John, Richelieu, and
Walter O. Frost was pitching
Capt. Allen H. Linnell died ln
Meeting and election of officers of
Miss Marguerite Haskell has been lars to pay, and any reader of these Detroit rivers—all have caused
but what rooms they oral
\ oi
brilliant baseball in Munising. Mich. Rockport, aged 78.
the American Legion Auxiliary to
ill with a cold.
lines who has not already made a many difficulties ln the boundary
Seven summer
visitors were
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each wM
Warren High will hold its annual | contribution is invited to send some- question. To solve them Ellhu Root,
Charity, widow of Capt. William K night at 7.30. Refreshments will be
secretary of state, and James Bryce, drowned by the capsizing of a 35- Creed, died in Vinalhaven.
served.
private bath, shower, radio, circu
freshman
reception
at
Glover
hall
to:
thing
to
either
Mrs.
Brown,
Mr.
<0^®° o* . I00***1*
The auxiliary to the Sons of Union j
Summer visitors aided in the semi
night at 7.30. dancing to follow tbe Crockett or Mr. Huse. A gift from ambassador extraordinary at Wash foot. sloop near Webster's Head,
lating ice water and many other
I reception.
' some former resident of North Ha- ington, brought about a treaty which North Haven. None of the victims centennial celebration of the union Veterans observed its fourth birthday
features you'll be happy abowL
created the International Joint com
party last Friday night. Much mer
Searsmont High won the baseball' ven who remembers the old church mission. This commission, which belonged in this part of the country. church at Isle au Haut.
The disaster was seen from Eagle
' game with Warren High Friday at} and the tower above tne tree-tops.
Almina. widow of Luther M. Crock riment was caused by the following
first met ln 1912, consisted of six
Searsmont, the score 7 to 6. Games 1 will be fine and greatly appreciated, members, three appointed by the Island and a sloop arrived in time ett, died in Vinalhaven.
members dressed as four-year-old
J. P. Steward, Jr., was teaching children: Mrs. Lucia Hopkins, Miss
this week include Waldoboro vs. War
President of the United States and to pull three exhausted men aboard
Mark L. Crockett became leader of the high school in Union.
three by the king on the recom
Margaret Robbins, Mrs. Flora Fair**?*t^°u
ren Tuesday on the Warren diamond, OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
mendation of the governor general- t.he Camden Band.
Thomaston Methodists celebrated brother, Mrs. Rena Marshall. Mrs.
I and Warren vs. Waldoboro Friday at
ln-council ln Canada. Its decisions
Herman A. Slvovlos became sole the semi-centennial of their first [Nellie Barnes, Mrs. Jessie Josselyn,
| Waldoboro.
have decided many troublesome con owner of Strand Theatre.
meeting house.
Mrs. Flora Young, Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs. Harry Beane, Mrs. Ellen Well
51st STREET
troversies.
William J McDonugald was elected
D. W. Pierson of Camden bought iOrdway and Mrs. Lettie Bagley. Ice
man and Maurice Wellman were din
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
principal of Topsfield (Mass.) High the Nathaniel Young farm in Lin- i cream and cake were served and a
ner guests Wednesday of Miss Rosa J
ROY MOUtTON
U. S. Door Bell Curiosity
School.
large birthday cake, made by Mrs. i
colnvllle.
Spear.
Exacufiv* Vic»-Pr«i. and Managing Dtr.
George A. Gilbert, brakeman on
in South African Town
Miss Winnie Winslow is employed at l
Edward O’B. Burgess was elected Florence Young, occupied the center
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE lOOKlfT
] the home of Mrs. Maurice Cunning- j
East Hampton, Conn.—An electric the night freight was taken to Knox president of the Starrett-Spear fami of the table. Games were also en
doorbell manufactured here, has be Hospital after the sudden setting oi lies. at Reunion Orove.
joyed during the evening. Remarks
j ham.
come the greatest curiosity In the the brakes had thrown him from the
were made by out of town guests,
Friends are sorry to learn that Mrs. (
town of South Coast, Natal, South car top.
Mrs. Nellie Achorn, Mrs. Mae Reed
Ella Caler sustained a fall Friday |
Africa, according .to word received
MICKIE SAYS—
and Mrs. Gussie Chase of Rockland
1 morning, which caused a triple frac- j
John
Colson
bought
the
Ellas
Lar

here by Miss Florence Day.
and Mrs. Sarah Salter of Belfast.
ture of the right wrist and a cracked:
C
Miss Day gave the bell to Miss rabee store at Maverick square.
In connection with the picture i
WE folks who
our
John F. Whitney was drowned
Slbuslslwe Makanya, a student
TWlS UEWSRAPeR LIKE BEST
“Mayor of Hell;” at the Comlque
friend, and when she returned to from the sloop yacht Zip at Cres
North Station
ABOUT our
is th
her bome in South Africa she took cent Beach, the tragedy being viewed
Theatre Friday night, there will be
FRIEUDLV
FEEUUG
VOU
FOLKS
BOSTON
It with her.
a ladies' cow milking contest with
by scores of persons, who were pow
WAVE TOWARD OUR PAPER «
It Is the only bell ln the town,
prizes
to
the
winners.
Also
the
Byrr
SURE
MAKE?
os
FEEL
GOOD
and natives, young and old, come erless to help.
TO KUOW OUR (S0LUMMS ARE
• • • •
Gosh and Seldom-Fed minstrels with i
to the house to press the button and
ALL READ WITH IMTERE'aT,
50 funny little folks in vaudeville and
Vinalhaven Old Timers beat the
listen for the sound. Miss Makanya
AMD THAT MAUT Op YOU EVEtl
ROOMS
all local talent.
-tHDJK WE GET OUT' THE BEST
wrote.
Rockland Old Timers 23 to 15 at the
With BATH
At
the
meeting
of
Seaside
Chapter.
RAPER IU THIS PAKTCF THE
Broadway grounds. The
teams
BOSTON, MASS.
O.ES.
Monthly
evening
a
progrkm
BEACON STREET,
lined up thus:
Tourist Increase Shows
was presented by the children.
Vinalhaven: Boman lb, Sanborn
Return of Prosperity
No schools ln Camden Monday as
lf. Patterson c. Bums p, H. Fifield
Albuquerque, N. M.—Return to
the teachers, attended the county
3b,
Lyford
rt,
Mills
ss,
Smith
2b.
normal conditions of prosperity was
U EXTRA KRSOM
convention in Rockland.
Lorated on Beacon
forecast in announcement here that Sanborn cf.
Hill next to the
tourist travel through Albuquerque
Rockland: McLoon cf, Moulton rf.
State House
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Is almost double for the last three Howard p, Winslow lb. Weymouth
months *hat It was for a like period ss, Karl c, Knowlton lf, Black 2b
DAILY TRIPS
a year Wfco. Many of the tourists
Levensaler 3b.
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.)
IT WENT THIS WAY!
Ixeeutlve Office
are en route to Chicago for A Cen
• • • «
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
HOTEL MANOER
turf of Progress World’s Fair,
Bobby is sure it went this way
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
James
E.
Ross
went
to
New
York,
NORTH STATION. ROITON
and fell around here somewhere!
Ride Only in Buses Operating
where he had a position in a broker’s
and shopping centers
Rleate tend------ Rtcagaltlaa Cerdl
He says he will hunt until he
Under Railroad Standards of
ter via by friend* eod eeyeelf. Ne
office.
finds it, too! If you want to
Safety and Responsibility.
ebligetien.
READ THE
help him, take your pencil and
The lime company bought the
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
join' all the numbered dots to
Chisholm Bros, and Hotel Rock
Nam
.
. —
i.i.
North Marine Railway property.
gether, starting with dot number
land
E. H. Maxey bought the J. P.
tiraatRooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
one and ending with dot number
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
Bradbury property on Warren street.
Cll» Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
thirteen. I am sure he will be
TEL. 92
99-tf
THEY
RE
NEWS
Arthur
Halstead
of
the
Lawrence,
grateful to you.
SMMd
RM*fS

i

£ 4.
pc*’
Vote*

’25.°A»Ay(

A-**

MANGER
HOTI

get

what

. work

' kiud

May We Suggest—

500

HOTEL BELLEVUE

)1?°

BOSTON

New Lower Rates

[ddoMisementi.

Every-Other-Day
COMMUNITY CHEST
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ROCKPORT

IT TAK

HEALTHY NERVES

Mrs. Marie Lehtonen and daughter
Elaine of East Braintree. Mass., ar
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
rived Saturday to spend a week at
scriptions
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
S. Gardner.
Rockland’s Community Chest ls en
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Salisbury,
gaged ln a canvass to raise $3000 for
Chester Pascal and Mr. and Mrs
the help of the Home for Aged Wom
Crawford Young of Camden motored
en and to retain here the service of
Sunday to Cadillac Mountain.
the Red Cross, which without this
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra
immediate help must be withdrawn—
which would be a calamity, ip par ham entertained two tables at bridge
ticular to the less fortunate classes of Saturday evening.
the city.
The C W. Henrys left Sunday for
Tlie following contributions have Philadelphia after spending the
been received. Others may be sent ummer at Orchard Farm, Beau
either to the Chamber of Commerce champ Point.
or to this paper. Checks should be
B. Harold Cat^s and family and
made payable to Community Chest George Cates of East Vassalboro
Received to date:
were callers Eundav on Mr. and Mrs
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb ...... $ 25.00 Enos E. Ingraham.
Leroy Chutto ............................. [l.OO
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash returned
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.... 10 00 Sunday from a visit with Mrs. Cash’s
W. 8. Rounds ............................ i 5 00 brother, Herbert S. Ingraham and
Miss Addie Rogers ................... 1.00 family at Newburyport. Mass.
Miss Kate Wendell ...... ............ ' 5 00
Mrs. S. B. Haskell returned Friday
Mrs. W W. Oregory................... 5 DO from Dover-Foxcoft for a short stay
HIGH UP, SEVENTY STORIES above the street, where the
Edna Gregory ............. _.......... .
2.00
■lightest slip means certain death—here, if ever, nerves
at her home on Commercial street.
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
must he healthy. Listen to James J. Dwyer, famous
She is now entertaining her son and
V. P. W..................................... 5.0b
steeplejack shown in these two pictures, “Worry? Not
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Carrie E. Brainerd..................... 10.00
me. Of course I’m a smoker—and I smoke a lot. But I
Robert Burch of Spruce Head.
Evelyn M Hix .......................... 25.00
smoke-Camels and my nerves are OK.”
Mrs.
Ibra
Ripley
and
daughter
Dr. A. W. Foss _____________ 10.00
Joan
returned
to
Rockland
Saturday
HOW ARE YOUR NERVES? Docs it upset you
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer ........ 10.00
to see someone in a dangerous position?
Mrs. Sadie Dennison ...............
100 after a visit with Miss Marion Weid
Put yourself in that place —then consider
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller ..... 10.00 man.
your nerves. But remember, no matter
Mrs.
Kate
M.
Dunbar
and
daughter
Central Maine Power Co......... 50.00
how many you smoke. Camel's costlier
E. L. Toner .............................. 6.00 Helene, with Mr. and Mrs. Howard
tobaccos never upset your nerves.
Miss Ellen Daly ....................... 10.00 Dunbar and Mrs. Mabel Ladd of
Rockland,
motored
to
Hallowell
Sun

Caroline Jameson .....---------- 10.00
A Friend .................
^00 day and enjoyed dinner at the
F. W. Fuller .........................
5.00 Wooster House.
The Sunday morning service at
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover ...... 10.00
Senter Crane Co......................... 2500 the Baptist Church was ot special in
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum ..... 25 00 terest to both old and young, it being
Mrs. Lottie Hall ....................... 2.00 an observance of church school pro
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Eaton.......... 10.00 motion Sunday. The 83 members
NOT MANY OF US have the iron nerves necessary
I mean that no matter how many I smoke they never
Elizabeth G. Messer ................... 25.00 present at the church school ses
to be a New York stee[flejack. But we can all take a
get on my nerves. What do I think about up there in
Mrs Lillian B. Mortland.......... .10.00 sion marched into the auditorium I
tip from these flare-devils whose very lives depend
the air? Not much of anything. Worry? Not me, I
Dr. II. W. Frohock ...... . .......... 5.00 and occupied seats reserved for them '
at the front. After the scripture'
on healthy nerves.
smoke Camels—and my nerves are OK.”
C. H. Duff ............................
1000
As James J. Dwyer tells it: “I've been climbing for
You’ll like Camels, too. Their costlier tobaccos cer
, Mrs. Fred R. Spear ................... 10.00 reading by Rev. O. F. Currier and j
years and smoking cigarettes even longer. I picked
tainly make a difference. In taste. In mildness. And
Rev. E. O. Kenyo n..................__ 5.00 music by the choir, the promotion
exercises were carried out, several
Camels because they're milder. And when I say milder
Oeorge B. Wendell, East Mil
they never get on your nerves.
ton, Mass.
5.00 members being advanced to higher
finer, *ORE
A Friend ...................
1.00 classes, and a new class being formed
m finer,
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard..... 5.00 with Miss Ruth Orbeton as teacher.
PENSIVE t°b°c’
Miss Annie Frye ......................... 5.00 Gold pins numbering 32 were also
awarded
for
perfect
attendance
for
Lottie C. Rhodes........................ 10.00
one year. An invitation was extend
Mrs. Charles G. Wells, North
Haven ...................
50.00 ed to all to attend the rally day ex
ercises next Sunday and rally day
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Copyright. 1533,
pine were given out lo be worn dur
R. J. Reyiiuldg Tobacco Company
Co_____ __________________ 50.00
ing the present week.
A Friend ......................................... 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles will
Mr. ar.d Mrs. J. Lester Sherman 10.00
leave shortly to spend the winter
Miss Marcia Farwell ................ 10.00
1 erlne Calderwood, Dorothy Thomas
seventh ycar as Principal of Mexico \
VINALHAVEN
WEST ROCKPORT
BOY SCOUT NOTES
with their daughter. Miss Marietta
WALDOBORO
Miss Edith Bicknell ................. 20o
and Sigward Meiin.
Junior High School. He has many
Shibles, at Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal and j Mr. and Mr.s. Forrest Kelly of PelMr, and Mrs. George Gray and
Caroline G. Carpenter .............. 5.00
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.chard
De
Mutelle
Troop
2
has
been
active
all
sumfriends
here
among
Scouts
and
'
Ernest. Ingraham is at home from ,
Frances Forchhelmer ................ 5 00
. Scout leaders, and plans to visit Mrs. Khuene of Portland recently ham. N H„ have been guests the past daughters Elizabeth and Carrie spent
New York to spend his vacation with , have closed their summer home here mer except during t.he month
spent the weekend with Mrs. Etnma week of Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Roberts. the weekend at Idlewild cottage.
Winifred S. Leighton .....
26.00
and are enroute to their winter home 1 July. Regular meetings, hikes, and Rockland again in December.
his uncle, Charles F. Ingraham.
Harold Vinal was at Poland Spring
V. Leach, Mrs. Khuene remaining for
E. K. Leighton _____
25.00
Frederick
Sylvester
arrived
I
ln
Flcrida
'overnight
trips
have
been
enjoyed
•
...
•
Mrs
Mr.s. Mary Noyes and Mrs. Mary L. Friday to fill an engagement as Maine
A Friend ................................ ..... 100 from Wollaston, Mass Saturday
Mrs’ Anna Crook-‘1 and Mr- and! by the most active Scouts. A series
Scout Robert Chandler of Troop 2 a longer visit.
Aiey entertained at the home of the poet to read for the Federation of
Miss Dorothy Nutt is in Orono and
Miss Lena Miller .....................- 300 called by thc illness of her mother Mrs John Cawthra have returned to I Of overnight trips, the flrst spent has moved to Portland. All will miss
I latter Friday afternoon and evening Women's Clubs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown ........ 10 00
I down below the 'Keag, the second a this district champion of Scout, knot- entered upon her second year at the at : upper and cards, Mrs. George
Mrs. Josephine Bohndell. Mr. Syl Hadden Heights. N J.
Louie Smith who has been visiting
University of Maine.
F. M. Kittredge.......................... 2.00
Miss Clara S. Gay has returned treasure hike overnight beside tying.
vester, who accompanied her here
Newbert, Mrs Lafayette Smith, Mrs. his mother Mrs. Llewellyn Smith, left
Mrs.
J.
F
Heald
and
Mrs.
Robert
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg .......... 10 00
„ ,,
... ,, '
, I Lillian Treat, Mrs. Rebecca Arey, Thursday for Sayesville, R. I.
returned Sunday. Mrs. Bohndell's from Boston. She was accompanied | chickawaukie and two others at
Heald in company with Mrs. Charles
BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns ........ 5.00
by Mrs Frank Harding of Head Tide, Oakland, gave several char.ces to
_
,
,
,_ ,
.
Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mrs. Frank Winscondition appears to be more encour
Wednesday night Pleasant River
E.
Rhodes,
Jr.,
of
Rockport,
Mrs.
Etta
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keating .... 5.00
who will be her guest for two weeks pass these out of door tests: Scout
aging at. this writing.
Howard Smith is attending high Fernald and Mrs Margaret Decker of low, Mrs Frank Mullen, Mrs. Wllllam Grange will hold charter member
Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark .............. 4.00
Mis. Theresa Keene is visiting her , Charles Frazier, swimming, knife
The Johnson Society will hold %
Camden, attended the State W. C. Benner. Mrs. Louise Cooper and Llew night with entertainment and supper.
Clinton H. Crane _____
25.00
ister Mrs. Abbie Montgomery in and axe; scout Eugene Harmon, school in Washington.
6 o'clock supper Wednesday night at
Mrs. Hert>crt Mills ’.eft Saturday foMrs. Hamilton and daughter of T u. Convention in Belfast last ellyn Thomas.
Mrs. Mary H. Wardwell _____ 10.00
Thomaston.
sw’imming, knife and axe; Scout.
the Methodist vestry. Each member
Washington
were recent callers at Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. James B|ker of Clay- J Bath. Enroute she will visit relaMcDougall-Ladd Co................... 15.00
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Clark of Jef- stewart MacAlman, fire building,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Whittaker and mont, N. J , entertained Saturday 12 tives in Camden.
F. D. Alden ............................... 5.00 may invite a guest.
ferson were business visitors in town tracking, knife and axe; Scout Don- Minnie Light s.
• • • •
Mis. Caro Leigher and children
0( Liberty who have been witn Boy Scouts, Scoutmaster Archie
No Name ............................ ...... 25 00
Saturday.
I
a
j(j
Marriner,
fire
building,
tracking,
William Henry Clough
VINAI.HAVEN & ROCKLAND
spent
several
days
with
Mrs.
Marion
Mr.
and Mrs. Lemryi Oxton during Beggs and Assistant Scoutmaster H.
Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50.00
Rev. and Mrs. H. O. Megert and knjje and axe compass and cooking:
Funeral services for William Henry
STEAMBOAT CO.
the blueberry season, have returned A. Townsend at their estate at Treas
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
Miss Eleanor Megert have returned . Scout j^^t Harmon> knl(e and Carleton at South Union.
Boats Between
Clough who died Wednesday morn
Mrs.
Eva
Gordon
entertained
the
ure
Isiand.
Lunch
was
served.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ..... 10.00
Rockland. Vinalhaven, North Haven,
to Gorham, N. H., after a visit with axe fjre building, cooking. First
ing
were
held
Sunday
at
the
homeSept.
13
meeting
of
Farm
Bureau,
Stonington, Swan's Island
Mrs Neclo Lofman and Miss Aili
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes................... 10 00
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Coomhs, Mr. and
friends in town.
class Scouts Vinton Beal and CarleFALL ARRANGEMENT
Mrs. E. D Spear ....................... 10.00 of his son William Herbert Clough,
The Susannah Wesley Society met ton Gregory have completed work on subject, Reconditioning the Ward-. Lofman motored last Tuesday to Mrs. George Newbert and Miss
Subject to Change Without Notice
robe," in charge of Miss Lawrence. Portsmouth, N H.. and returned, ex
In
Effect September 16
Dr. F. B. Adams ........................ 6.00 Rev. G. F. Currier of the Baptist with Mrs. Porter Soule Monday.
Marilyn Carver spent Sunday at
several Merit Badges readv for the
Eastern Standard Time
Andrew J. Peters ....................... 10.00 Church officiating. Masonic rites
Mrs Graham Fitch and Miss Her next Court of Honor. Scouts Albert Fourteen ladies were present. Sev pecting to bring home Eddie Boulder cottage, Shore Acres.
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
eral patterns were cut, and a business Lofman who had been at that insti
A Friend ...........
1.00 were performed by St. Paul's Lodge, mione Fitch, who passed the summer
Vinalhaven Line
Libby and Donald Marriner hope to meeting was held. Next Friday eve
Mrs.
Mildred
Torfason
has
returned
with
members
of
that
order
as
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven nt 8 A. M,
tution for a week following an auto
Dr. C. D. North .......................... 5.0C
at Martin’s Point, have returned to pass second class at this Court, and
Arriving
at
Rockland
at 9 20 A M. Re
from
a
visit
with
friends
in
Arlington
ning at 730 the secretaries and mobile accident, but because of conThe Britt Home ...............
15.00 bearers.
Washington. D. C.
turning. lea\es Rockland at 2 30 P. M.
Charles
Frazier
and
Vinton
Beal
ex

and
Chelsea,
Mass.
direct
for
Vinalhaven,
arriving at
Mr. Clough, who at the time of
Gwendolyn F. Rochester .......... 25.00
Mr’. AV. H. Crowell, president of pect to pass flrst class. A few others project leaders are to meet at Mrs. d;tions later revealed by the x-ray,
S 4ft P M
Calderwood's
to
receive
instructions
he
had
remain
lhere
longer,
hls
death
held
the
distinction
of
Stonington
and
Swan's
Island
Line
Mrs Herbert Conway has returned
Cora F. Talbot............................ 25.00
the Waldoboro Woman's Club. Mrs. are ready to pass tests not recorded
Leaves Swan's Island at 6 00 A, M.,
on the membership campaign.
Mrs. George A Greenrose announces after a stay of several weeks at North Stonington
Thimble Club .............................. 5.00 being the oldest citizen of the town T. C. Ashworth and Mrs. Maude
6.55, North Haven 7 50; due
above.
The 4-H Club boys held their local
engagement of her daughter Miss Haven. She had as guests at luncheon at Rockland about 9 00 A M. Returning,
E. E. Simmons............................ 2.00 was born at Glencove July 25. 1840. Clark Gay attended ihe annual con
leaves Rockland at 130 P. M . North
.0
•
•
•
contest last Wednesday evening at the juUa, gassal to Ellsworth Henderson Saturday, Frederick Conway and Al Haven 2.35. Stonington nt 3 40, due to
John Gribbel ......
20.00 son of David and Caroline (Greg vention of the Maine Federation of
arrive at Swan s Island about 5 00 P. M.
There is to be a meeting of the home of their leader Mrs. Florence Gilbert of Marblehead. Mass., Miss bert Carver, Jr.
G. Carl Oassens.......................... 2.00 ory) Clough, and was the last surviv Women’s Clubs at Poland Spring.
IJ H. STINSON
lll-tf
General Agent.
Calderwood,
with
26
parents
and
g^^]
|
S
a
(
present
residing
at
Beach
Pine
Tree
Scout
Leaders'
Association
Mary E. Haines .......................... 5.00 ing one of eight children. When he
Mrs. Edward Sprague and daughThe
Freshman
reception
at
Town
A Friend ............................ . ...... 26 00 was two years of age the family ter Sally Lee. who recently visited Thursday night at 7.30 o'clock, at friends present. The boys exhibiteef, Bluff. Mass., and attending the Coinhall Friday evening was well attend
John W. Burns ........................ 15.00 moved to Rockport where the re Mr. and Mrs R. L. Benner, have rehome of Scoutmaster Harold W. crops grown in their gardens, and merciaJ Art School in Boston. Mr. ed. Music by the Fakers.
IIAVE YOUR
Aldana F. Bicknell ................... 5.00 mainder of hls life was spent. In turned to Portland.
' Whitehill, 92 Pleasant street,. This ribbons were awarded on them by \ Gilbert is employed by the A. & P.
Mrs. Cora Carlon and Mrs. Mary j
Dudley Wolfe ............................ 50.00 1866 he was married to Charlotte
FRAMING DONE AT
Fall and winter schedule on the : meeting is an important, one, and Miss Clark, club agent. Each boy i chores at Marblehead.
Herbert W. Keep ...................... 5 00 Shibles and to them one child was M.C.R.R. local time table: East-1 every Scout leader in this distret read the story of his season s work, i Mr and Mrs. Earl Tolman are re- Willey left here Saturday for Boston.
Mrs. E. W. Berry .............
2.00 born, William Herbert, with whom , bound,'9.51 a m.; 2.12 p. m.; 9.11 p. m . should be present. District Commis- Remarks were made by Miss Clark, ceiving congratulations on the birth
Mrs. E. G. Carver and daughter
made hls home after the death, Sundays, 9 25 a. m. West-bound. sioner G. Walter Kimball will be in and games and stunts were engaged Sept. 16 of a son, who has been named Celeste returned Saturday from a
Total to date
$986.00 of his wife in 1912.
8.37 a. m.; 2.39 p. in; 5.38 p. jn.; Sun charge of the meeting, assisted by in by the boys, after which they ' Maynard Ericson.
visit with Mrs. H M. Noyes at North
President Howard Chase and Secre served their guests a generous treat j Mrs Prank Lehtonen of East Brain- Haven.
For 35 years Mr. Clough was em days, 3.16 p. m.
of cake, ice cream, candy and pop tree, Mass., and daughter Elaine are
ployed as truckman by CarletonGirl Scout Troop No. 1 presented tary Thomas Holmes.
A. B. Vinal was a North Haven
com brittle. Mrs. Calderwood was I gUests of her mother, Mrs. Amanda
• • • •
Norwood Co., shipbuilders. He had a pleasing out-of-door pageant in J.
visitor Sunday.
406 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
remembered
by
the
boys
with
a
nice
Lunden.
:erved on the board of selectmen, al T. cay's field last week A natural
Rumor has it that the Thomaston
The following party spent Sunday
Over
Crie
Hardware
Co.
Tel. 254
box
of
stationery.
And
altogether
a
|
Friends
of
Frederick
Hicks,
who
a
ways taking an interest in every stage is formed by a steep bank rising boys are to organize a new troop,
at Shore Acres: Alex Christie. Cathvery happy evening was passed.
few
yeats
ago
was
associated
in
busimovement
that,
he
felt
was
for
the
from
a
brook,
and
seats
were
arranged
pcssibly in charge of former ScoutWhether it is the re
ness with his father here, noted with
betterment of the towh. and was a on the opposite side, and the back- master Edgar W. Libby and former
sult of stubborn ec
zema, some acid or
interest a rtcent item In a Portland
member of St. Paul's Lodge, having ground of trees made a very effective assistants,
SUNSET
similaraggravatinp se
paper announcing hts marriage to
setting
ior
the
program
numbers.
•
«
«
»
Joined
that
order
four
years
ago.
He
cretion, or just a minor
Robert Sellers, who has been visit
rash, apply Resinol
was very fond of driving and nearly They consisted of drills, dialogue and
Troop 6 is missed from t.he pic- ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Mlss Marion Davis of Dexter. Mr.
Ointment to the itch
Hicks aud his mother have resided
every day saw him taking short rides music and the girls, in thelr new uni- ture of active troops and all wouid L. Sellers, has returned to Chicago.
ing spots and see how
in that town for a ycar or more and
until wif.hin the last year when foims, did excellent work.
The like very much to see it reorganized,
quickly the discom
Miss Lillian Greenlaw who has been
FOR
•
where he has until a few months ago
fort is relieved.
affair
was
supervised
by
the
Scout
j
....
walking became his favorite pas
a patient in Blue Hill Hospital, is now
been
employed
by
the
Cloverdale
Co.
Use Resinol freely any
time. Even to the day before his leader, Mrs. Nettie Nicholson, and the
Troop 3 is starting off this week at home.
where on she body—no
death he walked to the home of rela proceeds will be used for benefit of 1 with an overnight, at Oakland Fri
parts are too tender, no
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Hawkes and
All kinds of social knowledge and
surface too irritated to re
tives for a call, apparently in hls the troop.
Mrs. Etta Hatch of Portland are graces are useful, but one of the best
day.
ceive its soothing medica
tion. Ask your druggist
usual health. Although for nearly
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Lufkin. Is to be able to yawn with your mouth
At the present time we have space available for
today for Resinol OiatST. GEORGE
flve years t.he holder of thc Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Roakes are closed.
Though
not
out
ln
large
numbers,
Miss Joan Allen gave a dinner
apples in cold storage. We can arrange reasonable
Port gold-headed cane, he never
party at her father's cottage Friday the Boy Scouts of Rockland assisted guests of Mrs. Mabel Powers.
found It necessary to make use of it
The
church
aid
enjoyed
a
get-to

advances. We have reasonable rates, either month
night, with Marguerite Watts, Doro to quite an extent in the enrolling of
HELP FOR TIRED WIVES
to assist him in walking and it was
gether
party
Wednesday
afternoon
at
citizens
to
t.he
NRA
Consumers
thy Shorb, Rachel Robbins and Alvaly or season, and are in an excellent position to help
hard for those who saw him to be
the M. W. B. Library. About 18 were Take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
lene Pierson as guests. The jolly af pledge.
lieve that he was so close to the cen
you
sell your apples during the winter. At your re
• • • 9
present.
Vegetable Compound
fair was in the nature of a going
tury mark.
FUNERALS
Scout
Leslie
Somers,
formerly
of
Mrs.
Wesley
Moody
is
visiting
hcr
Wire* get tired during these hard
rjr^.
quest our representative will call.
away party.
timea. They are the onea who must bear
Rockport has lost a highly re
Troop 2. now of St. Johnsbury, Vt., brother, H. S. Haskell.
rhe burdens of the family. When the
Paul
Shorb
and
family
who
have
t Modekate Cosi spected citizen, and one who will be
cornea home with ieaa money In
attended the Miles Pond Scout
Frank Lufkin who is employed at husband
hla pay enrelope ... It la the wife who
been spending the summer at their
Since 1840 this Arm has faithfully greatly missed, especially by his son
Camp there two weeks and enjoyed it Isle au Haut was home over the week muat struggle along and make the beat
of thlnga.
served the families of Knox County and daughter-in-law who have given cottage, "The Sentinels," left yester very much.
end.
ff you are tired . . . worn out . . .
day for thelr home in. Washington,
ILADY ATTENDANT
a • a •
try Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegeta
him such tender and watchful care
Mrs. Dudley Sellers and Miss Lois nervoua,
ble
Compound. What you need la a tonic
D.
C.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
during his declining years, and also
A visit to the home of forme.- Snowden have been on a motor trip that will glre you tbe strength to carry
on.
PORTLAND, MAINE
by his grandson. Franklin Clough Boston accompanied by her daughter Scoutmaster Forest A. Stowell ot to Portland.
BURPEE’S
48 out of every 100 women who report
to whom he was strongly attached.
Phyllis Irene who is to enter tlie Mexico, Me., recently, found him in
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Leona Knowlton is visiting her to ua say that they are benefited by thia
medicine. Buy a bottle from your drug,
Mrs. Lloyd Moody leaves today for Massachusetts General Hospital.
good health and ready to start his sister Mrs. Abbie Baton.
114-110
gist today . . . and watch the results.
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Picture and Framing
Shop

COLD STORAGE
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4
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In Everybody’s Column * ? ncT A wn rnnwn ♦

sented her class for advancement to World;" oflering. "I Would Be True;’
THOMASTON
the Junior room. Marjorie Woodcock, promotion service; hymn; benedic
Advertisements In this column not to I 4 LvzlJ 1 AWLe I'VzvI’aJ .
Mbs Hilda George who has spent
exceed three llnee Inserted once for JS !■
£
x
Itdcialed Church Of Thomaston Rachel Stetson. Sally Gray. David tion.
centa.
three times tor 50 cents. Addl—
At the 11 o'clock worship hour the two or more yews in welfare work
Promotes Pupils To Higher De- Wotton. William Gilchrest, Richard
tional llnee five centa each forone time. | gADIATOR CAP found on Middle 8t.
three
times.
Six
words
10
centa
for
at COURIER-GAZETTE office
Whitney and Albert Mank, and they fermcn subject was "Evil or Stupid, in Honolulu, Philippine Ia’.anda. will
pai tments
make a line.
115-117
were welcomed by Frances Wotton of with the thought that manv ills are give a talk on "Public Nursing ln
“ | DARK BR1NDLE Boston terrier pup
The Federated Church school at that room. Marie Tuttle and Made due not so much to t.he evil of thc Hawaiian Islands." at the Congrega
* | lost Saturday night Answers to name
’ Klppv. Reward Tel. 768-Y or 1000
Thomaston observed rally day last line Weaver were promoted to the human heart as to human stupidity- tional vestry Friday evening at 8.
|
|_____________________ 115*117
ST. JOHN’S PARISH HALL
Sunday morning, with Rev. H. F. intermediate and welcomed by Vir-1 building on the sand. "Come, o'clock for the benefit of the Tovm
I1 KEYS of Kalle Pllralnen found on
• Rankin St Monday. Apply at COURIERBeginning 10 A. M.
Leach leading tha worship service ginia Spear. The certificates of pro Oracious Spirit," was sung by the Nurse Association.
OAZCTTE
115-lt
TO
BUY
for
cash,
second-hand
motor------- ———----------- —------- ----Miss
Edith
Harris'
has
returned
and in which all the classes joined, motion werc presented to all by F choir. The evening sermon was on
cycle with side car Must be In good , LOST—Between Beauchamp Point and
condition and priced right. Write Olencove out of an automobile on TueoBARGAINS!
BARGAINS!!
BARGAINS!!!
preceding the promotion of boys and L. S. Morse, superintendent of the "Thc Set of Life." tbith the text. after a two weeks' vacation froifi her
T N T. Courler-Oazette.
113*115 day, Sept. IB. a light grey rough over■--------------------------------------------------------- -- ; coat with the name Henry H Chatfield
girls to higher departments.
"About My Father's Business.” The duties ln the home of Miss Mary J.
school.
SECOND-HAND
baby
carriage
wanted
[ m ,t
Makers- Romanes At Patterson.
Watts. She spent a time with her
Nancy Libby,' Elaine Swanholm,
Write X. Y. Z.. care Courler-OazetteI wln „lvf llberai reward lf rcturned to
The boys and girls recited memory flowers for thc davs services were father Frank Harris ln Olenmere.
office ___________________________ 115*117 ZEf.MA M DWINAL, Camden, Maine.
Patricia Roes. Joan Crie and Robert
given by Mrs. Leach. Mrs. Stone and
POSITION os housekeeper In small |___ _______ _______________________ 114-tf
verses and sang thelr songs in fine
Emil Lawson of Roslindale was
Beattie were received from the
familv or for middle-aged or elderly man
NOTICE—Savings deposit book Nummanner, and parents and friends Mr. Morse.
guest
of
Miss
Selma
Nylander
over
MARY
E. GARDNER. Tenant's Harbor 1 ber ,846 |58Ued by the Warren Branch
cradle roll into the beginners' room present appreciated the entire j
Box. 34_________________________ 115*117 of the Security Trust Company has been
I Sunday.
A young people's convention and conference will be held at the L. D. S.
and welcomed by Jean Cushing. Six
COFFEE and Orocery route man for lost, and owner of said book asks for
service.
Mrs. Alida Keene who has passed Church in Vinalhaven. Oct. 13-15. among the participants being Bishop E L. Knox and adjoining counties. No Bell duplicate ln accordance with the pro
boys were promoted to the primary
ing
experience necessary, but must have vision of the State law. SECURITY
The order of worship: Call to wor
the summer ln town, returned to her Traver The program:
rcom. Edwin Leach, Oeorge Grafton.
car to service established trade of over TRUST COMPANY. Ensign Otla, Conser
65
years.
A permanent, profitable con vator. Rockland, Maine. Sept. 18. 1933.
home In Hyde Park. Mass. Monday
112-T-118
Gilbert Beattie. James Gillchrest. ship. "The earth is the Lord's;" re
nection for right man. Write H N
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13
afternoon
by
train.
FAVROW.
Route Manager. 231 Johnson
Roger Long and Vernon Lewis, who sponse. "Holy. holy, holy;” prayer;
Avenue. Newark. New Jersey.
115*116
Mrs Esther Long who has spent a
7.30 P. M. Fellowship Meeting, Plav and Lantern Slides.
were presented for promotion by hymn, 'Father. We Thank Thee;"
MATERNITY patients given best of i
week
with
her
mother
Mrs.
Harris
care ln private home by nurse with hos- | .
Miss June Henry and welcomed by scripture. "The Lord is My Shep
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14
pital training
ETTA SMITH ANDER- 1
Kalloch. left by bus Monday for New-1
Ruth Miller. Mrs. Albert Mank pre herd;" hymn. "This is My Father's
SON 259 Talbot Axe. City
114*tf •
Young
People's
Prayer
Service.
10.00 A. M.
ark. N. J.
ELDERLY people to board at Wessa
•HANDSOME Mallard and Black Ducks.
wrskeag Inn
Rates reasonable MRS
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock ls leaving
11.00 A. M. Class Period.
Oood for decoys. H. M. WALDRON
L. B SMITH. Rockland Tel. 598-M
“God's Law Pertaining to Finance."
114-118
today. Tuesday, for Lewiston, where
115*117 Olencove Tel 472-J.
Bishop E. L. Traver
IN CAMDEN, board for two ladlee,
I AM SELLING out my household furshe will enter Bates College.
cat and dog through winter In house ntture at 154 North Main St., upstairs.
12.00 Noon Luncheon in Vestry.
with all conveniences and garage Must ■ MRS THORNTON. _____________ 115-118
have exclusive use of living room as well I roK SALE "More For Less ’ Egg Mash,
Class
Period.
2.00
P.
M.
Mrs Marguerite Harris and son
as bedroom Private bath preferable but $18g. ■ More For Less" Growing Feed,
Patriarch J. A. Gunsolley
"Milestones of Lite,"
not
essential Write giving rates and all -.
. Morf por Less" Dairy Feed. 4183;
Richard and Frank Harris were
pertinent Information ANNE T BUCK ^,"rf
scratch Feed. »1.90
3.00 P. M. Recreation.
113*115 More For Less" Stock Feed. 41.49. All
Atlantic. Me
gucsts of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Sim
Field Meet (Young Men and Women) Prizes
MEN AND WOMEN wanted for sales of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
mons Sunday afternoon and evening
work ’ Steady work and good pay See Oil. and Dried Milk. No other feeds
Awarded.
at thelr home on Wadsworth street.
MR SPOFFORD at Chamber of Com offer you such great values as our "More
6.30 P. M. Business Meeting.
merce office. Rockland, 9 to 11.30 a m.. For Less" Feeds They are made fresh
Miss Harriet Burgess on vacation
2 to 4 p. m.
_____________ « 115*il dallv. Buy them today and save the
Program• by Various Visiting Branches.
difference. STOVER FEED MFO. CO., on
| from the office of The Courier-Gazette
WASHINOS wanted Blankets a spe track at 86 Park St. just below Armour's.
cialty. BEN CLOUGH. 31 Union St.
Tel.
1200.
113-117
left
Monday
for
a
motor
trip
to
the
SUNDAY.
OCTOBER
15
YELLOW EYE—RED KIDNEY
113*115
SCREENED soft coal, stove dr nut. ashes
White Mountains and Lake Cham
POSITION
os
chef
or
order
cook
want

lump steam. 47.50; coke. 49.50: hard
8.30 A. M. Prayer Service •Young and Old.
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY. I coal. 14 Tel. TTiomaston 84-2. J B.
plain. accompanied toy her father Ed
Orace Bt. City.
-tf | PAULSEN_______________________ 113*117
10.00 A.M . Class Period.
ward O'B Burgess.
CAPABLE Rockland H S. senior would
"God’s Law Pertaining to Finance,”
BUY NOW—Potatoes arc going to be
like chance to work her board during high before spring. "Shortage ln sev
Miss Frances Bourne and Miss
Bishop E. L. Traver
school year. TEL 1132-W for Informa eral States." I have excellent table stock
Helen Stetson left Monday for Bos
YELLOW SPLIT—WHOLE GREEN
tion
115-117 grown from Certl-Seed at 41000 per
Patriarch J. A. Gunsolley
11.00 A. M. Sermon.
ton. the former to spend two weeks
WANTED Boys and Girls to enter our bushel at the farm GEORGE E REDSister Gunsolley
Junior Church.
Lucky Boy—Lucky Olrl—Lucky Dug con MAN. Morse's Cor.. Thomaston. Me
and the latter one week ln that city.
114-120
test Here ls your chance to get a real
12.00 Noon Luncheon in Vestry.
live pet dog every Saturday for the next
Fred Welch and Miss Arlotte Olles
YOUNO COW to freshen next month,
2.HO P. M. Class Period.
12 weeks. These prize winning dogs also a two vear old bull for sale AL
of Boothbay were recent dinner guests
will be given every Saturday to the BERT TAMMI R F. D 3. Union. Me
“Milestones of Life,"
winner of this Lucky Boy—Lucky Olrl—
114*116
of Miss Rosa E. Teel.
Lucky Dog contest. Votes are given with |_________________
Patriarch J. A. Gunsolley
each 50c aale
Other merchants from
BOAT for sale. Length 30 ft x9 ft..4 ln.
Miss Katherine Creighton ls visit
3.00 P. M. “The Challenge to Youth,” Elder E. F. Robertson
Rockland and surrounding towns will: beam Fay A- Bowen 4 cylinder. 4 cycle.
ing friends In Massachusetts.
tn this contest. Drop your 16 horse power engine. MRS ED ROSS.
OVEN BAKED—TALL CAN
7.00 P. M. Sermon,
Elder Newman M. Wilson II participate
votes ln tbe ballot box at STOVER | Owls Head.
113-115
Supt Clark of the Baptist Sunday
FEED
MFC.
CO . on track.kl.
at 86_____
Park St
. 1 HARLEY-DAVIDSON motorcycle 1930,
V.fM.1
: rchool and eigVlt members of hls class 10 a. m.. and many flne bargains are from many outside the circle and „
winner'*rut Saturday " iV?r* Mchlw^ sml^^Tao i^7
* hiked to Mt Pleasant Saturday after Dromised.
also been distributed to those out-:
113-iis Chrysler roadster, tel. Washington
113-113
------------------------------------------------------------ 6-13.
noon. They had a high time on the
side the Baptist group.
_TRUMPET Al condition, for sale or
1 mountain with a generous layout for
Rally Day At Baptist Church
On request thc Beta Alpha has done
to rent. RICHARD C. ANDERSON. 259
Tblbot Ave.. City._________________ 114*tf
dinner
o.k,,c.
.kk Ran work for the Red Cross and Knox *
i Mrs. uame
Sunday was a busy day in the
P 1„
. ~,Migtin8OfmakinelayVERY large variety of light used cars
Callie Morriusaa
Morrill rad ars.
Mrs uuuuDolln
TALL CAN
including Ford, Chevrolet and Ply
Ick were callers Sunday on Miss Rosa t“t Sunday school and church. 11
.iiretral dressings etc It also
mouth
FREDERICK U. Waltz. 165
E Tfej
was a rally day that counteji
dre“
. 11
mnted in the ^tes'
_
__
_____ _ of _five Broadway. Tel 392-M___________ 114-116
VERY,
attractive
apartment
rjrirlnatinc gives to newcomers In the town an rooms and bath, all modern: plenty of
MODENE the modern finish mav now
Mr and Mrs. Albert L. Kane werc re-awakening
of mvciaiu
interest. urauuaung
iiug ui
as hot water all year around Heated from
be purchased at H. H. CRIE Ac CO.. 456
exercises of the primary and junior ea5Ymeans of getting acquainted as Sept , to May 30 91 NORTH MAIN Main
Bt.. Rockland.
113-118
overnight guests of their niece Mrs
V«tes ofthe school were held with “»e membership Is not fixed and st. Tel. 39-w---------------------inui^f
BEST hard dry fitted wood. 47.50 cord.
■
Ralph
O
Cotton
Thursday
while
enn. am.
everyone Is welcome. Thus it fur- , [rlc
four room apartment to let, eiec- 4 ft long 47. mixed 45 50 FRANK
„U8„ toilet and
Bilu garage T.
...J ERICKSON. Thomaston. R 1, Box 70
______ ,___ ,__ ____ _
: trieflights. flush
i route to their home in Malden. Mass. the awarding of diplomas a feature.
The graduates from the junior to ) nishes a stepping stone to active work CARROll, 144 camden st Tel 73S-M
114*116
li-tf
DORIS BRAND
FOR SALE Presto" heavy standard
the intermediate department were In the church.
EIOHT room house, oath, furnace preserve Jars, pints 77c doz ; quarts 87c
Primary to the intermediate de- Hesler Foster La Verne Sawyer. Luheat, electric llghta. fine cemented cel doz ; two quarts 4123 doz. This Is un
lar Water rent paid 418 per month.
doubtedly the greatest trade ever oflered
[' partir.ynts: Lewis Johnson. Mwion! cllle Cir,fr Eiotse Williams. Leah I
Mrs. Ann Starrett
FIVE room tenement, flush toilet. dec- on these heavy standard fruit Jars, and
|'Overlook. Florlne Burr-ham, Leona TUlson olga Malson Celia Stone. s Funeral services for Mrs. Ann trie llghta. water rent paid. 413 per the supply Is getting very limited. Buy
STOVER FEED MFO CO. on
Frisoie. Everett Condon. Phyllis Kai- _______ r_____
Ames,__________________
Mildred Rich. Dorothy. 'Jacobs! Starrett. were held at her "'four room tenement. water rent today
track at 86 Park St . Rockland. Just be
113-117
loch, Lewis Stone, Esther Achorn. Wallace. Kathleen Anderson. Marie . late residence Monday afterncon. ^t'l0’n'„° ^U^w-w* R<£kl»kV°^ low Armours. Tel. 1200.
Thelr program Included:
Huoert F.
r. Leach
Leacn omcaiea.
In^ f
*•' . tibbetts 144 Union st lr. lis-tf! flv’T’SonTto ow”*CHKTra a’^VCCE.
Robert Clark. Eva Spear. Elaine Ria- Clark
Included I Rev.
Rcv. Hubert
officiated. The
FIVE room apartment to let.
teen. Maxine Mitchell, Irene Sim Chorus “Dare To Be a Daniel;” reci- bearers were Prank Jacobs. Earl F 1 WOO
d floor in dining room, others carThomaaton.
114*116
mons. Edward Killeran, Billy Hopkins, tation by class. Psalm 100: reciting Wilzon. Maynard Wentworth and £»«> h^^^^Tiigh”. '“FiX
FOR SALE—One dark brlndle Boston
Walter Chapman. Malcolm Carney, epistles of St Paul in concert; salute Stanley Cushing. Interment was in hest fine garage, ail on first floor. 430 bun, 3 months old. handsome. Five po
per month.
115-llT lice pups. 6 weeks old Two pure bred
Violet Paquin, Mary McLain. Eloise toH the Christian flag; song "Your Task I—
Warren
tick hound pups. 4 months old.
SEVEN ROOM house to let All mod- blue
Pigs. 10-12 weeks
Howe. Richard Thornton. Barbara and My Task," chorus.
Mrs. Starrett was a daughter of em. fine location. Very reasonable rent . Large White Chester
Ten 6 weeks old pigs,
1.1.
lk.kkc «r WALLACE SPEAR, R F D 1. Waldo- , 43 eacheach
Maxey. Kathleen Butler. Arline Clos
Write
for
prices on, dogs
Next Friday atternoon cooked food *“e ^ate J°seP“ Warrcn Jacobs of
ii4*ue
STOVER FEED MFO. CO. on track at
son. Barbara Vinal, Donald Day ----- will be on sale at the Congregational Thcmaston. and Almira < Boynton >
SIX ROOM house to let at Nortjf End. _86 Park St. Rorkland. Juat below Arige. cte <CAV- mour
Tel 1200.
113-117
Carestenson. Evelyn Hahn
Their
113af ! ——Church, on the lawn if weather per Jaccbs of Palermo. She was born XwDo^m Tl "™7o "‘p^n_________
epara*
program: Rally Day welcome. Beverr
Oc
‘
.
16.
1842,
and
died
Sept.
22.
1933
eight
room
house
to
let.
ail
modmits. otherwise in the vestry. This
tors for sale. O B WALTER Waldoboro.
| ly Kirkpatrick; our motto "Keep On
114*116
c?nve?,'Lc” -ef*
sale is arranged by the officers and having reached the advanced age of . ern
or unfurnished.
Tel. «
45-J MINNIE C
FIFTY DOLLAR Rogers ’ (5 plv» ward
Going," Lewis Stone. Walter Chapteachers of the junior and intermedi 90 years, 11 months and 6 days. In 1 smith. 37 spring st Rockland. 115-117 robe trunk for $19. BURT RICHARDS.
man. Lewis Johnson. Everett Condon,
FURNISHED apartment
of
three Rbekport. Me_______ *____________ 113*115
1871
she
was
married
to
Stephen
B
ate room of the church school, and
to let at 47 Pleasant St. Inquire
Phyllis Kalloch, Leona Frisbee. Ma ls Intended to aid the fund for meet- Starrett of Thomastcn. After a few ' rooms
FOR SALE at once at tnese prices.
LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
114*116 Cottage at Megunticook Lake. $800;
rlon Overlock, Eloise Law, Florlne ing the expense of bringing in the years Mr. Starrett erected a stately
also cottage at Megunticook Lake. $1600
SIX ROOM hopxe on Broadway, bath, V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
Burnham.
boys and girls from Cushing and jhouse on Oleason street, which was electric
lights, good condition, rent 418
94tf
The evening service consisted large- South Warren. Last year the be- thelr home until hls death. Oct. 12. MIN.'.IE B ADAMS. 27 Camden St
NASH COUPE with rumble seat, hot
113*115
ly of singing and reports from the ors and primary superlntendcnts 1891.
water heater, good rubber, extra good
FOUR ROOMS to let. llghta, toilet, motor. Price reasonable or will trade
ganizations connected with church. and teachers held a similar sale
garage
water
paid:
41150
per
month.
for
real estate of any kind. L. A. THURS
In !896 Mrs. Starrett sold her
113-tf
Supt. Aaron Clark reported, total en witn gratifying results; and the same 1 hcur? and had since made her horn? Apply at MEN S SHOP. Park St 114*118 TON Tel 1159.
SEPCO automatic hot water heater for
rollment 229. with average attendance generous response from friends of wl’,h her sisters in the Jaccbs family.
THREE
ROOMS and bath to let. heat- sale
Practically new C. L. YOUNO,
---FORMOSA OOLONG
92A Mechanic St.. Camden. Tel. 715.
130; cradle roll. Mrs. Olive Morgan, the school is asked by this commit- j Oleason street. She was the last of shop. Park st.
114*H6
110-tf
superintendent, 34; home department tee: Mrs W. C. Richards. Miss Alice nln- children of the Joseph Warren ""special’ up-to-date lire room jenr
Wnhft you are piaumng to sell your
Apply
at
MEN'S
14: primary department. Miss Gladys Tuttle. Mrs Prank Hathorne. Mrs Jacobs family. 6he ls survived by shop. p£k°st’
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
_________ 114*116 WARDS. Tel 806-J. Rockland.
105-tf
Doherty, superintendent. 82; Junior, Evelyn Snow. Miss Cora Fogerty, several nephews and nieces
FOUR ROOMS and bath to let at 63
Mrs. Edith Kilborn. 53. Mrs. Kl’.boiA, MUs Ella Oillchrest and Miss Blanche
Park St. Inquire of SAM RUBENSTEIN
112-tf
assisted by Mrs. Singer and Mrs. Henry.
FOUR OR FIVE room alt modern, furCharles Starrett also carry on a band
7 I nlshed. heated apartment to let. Janitor
There Is much Interest lii the an
J | service. MEN S SHOP. Park St. 114*116
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
of Crusaders. Mrs. Singer reported
nouncement of Miss Hilda George’s
FOUR ROOM apartment and six room cation. price right. This property ls a
the activities of the Ladles' Circle,
good
Investment. Its location ls on a
apartment.
modern.
to
let. MRS
Informal talk on public health nurs
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
a very helpful organization, who pay
Estate
Agency.
f
105-tf
z
96-tf
ing in Hawaii to be given in the ConUADIBS—Reliable nalr goods at Rock.
toward the currentn expenses $300.
ai
i
a
« •.
. ,
Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall ordera
FOR SALE- All on the rent plan. 4600.
FIVE
ROOM
furnished
apartment
to
Mrs. J. Walter Strout responded for gregational vestry Friday evening at j solicited. H. O. RHODW4 Tel sii£z
let for the winter at 21 Talbot Ave., oil Knox Hall. South Thomaston: 42100.
8 o'clock with an admission fee of 25___________ _ _______________ los-tf heat. Apply on PREMISES
113-115 eight room house and barn: 4425. four
the musical department and Miss
acres of land; 41250. large double tene
EASTERN ACADEMY OP HAIRDRESSSIX-ROOM house to let on Camden ment house; 42000. double tenement
cents for thc local Nurse Association.
Pauline McLain for the Y. P. S. of
_
. . .
,
INO »n«l Beauty Culture Open Oct 2 8t . near Silsby Greenhouses, electric house, all ln South Thomaston. V. F.
Miss George has had several years Authorized and licensed by the State lights, furnace, bath; clean, cosy, eco- STUDLEY. 283 Mala St. Tel. 1154.
Christian Endeavor.
16 subjects taught
•
MRS H M FROST. Tel.
105-tf
experience in this branch of the serv- | Stx months training;
%«y
’_U^r|Ctte’ X
112-tI
FIVE ROOM house for sale, on Broad
Maine
lce In the islands, and while spend- Pilars, ie P O. SQ.. Bangor. 114-120
PARTLY FURNISHED four room way, 41000 Must be sold at once. V.
Dial 4128
Mrs. Aaron Clark, the e;cient as- .ng a vacation at her home here I---------to let. electric lights, flush F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St Tel. 1154
,I apartment
.
__ ___ I COTTAGES and camps to let and fori toilet and garage. T. J. CARROLL. Cam104-tf
i sisiant superintendent, reported for Irlnrfl.
kindly con ented before returning to Gale. E. V. SHEA. South Thomaston den St.
111-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
i the primary department. Graduates tell about her work for the benefit of Tel Rockland 354-11. ________ los-tf
SMALL tenement on Holmen St., to let St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
i arc promoted at the age of nine years. this local cause which she has also
TRUCKING crushed rock 50c ton. ashes flush toilet, electric lights. TEL. 958-J
112-tf Apply to M M GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
„.i .
. _
i.
j .
.
40c yard, coal anywhere In Knox County
Miss Christine Moore Is leaving continued
to remember during her tel, thqmastqn 84-2_________ 115*H7
97-tf
FURNISHED tenement to let
All
1 today for Boston where she wlll re ****nce'
PAPERING, painting and carpenter modern Hot water heat, electric lights,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
hot and cold water, gas and bath Rent
Fourteen room house ln Thomaston,
ing at estimated cost. CHARLES COL- reasonable Apply to FLOYD L. SHAW.
main for two weeks.
two baths, basement could be used for
LINS. 155 Pleasant St., City.
113*115 47 North Main St.
109-tf store, garage, extra lot of land, house
Mrs. Walter Currier. Mr. and Mrs.
Bria Alpha Club
THREE room furnished apartment to In good repair. Price 41500.
NOTICE—This ls to serve notice that
‘ Charles Smith and children arc
Double tenement ln Rockport, nearly
The following report of Beta Alpha after this date I will pay no bills except let. bath, all modern Improvements. 45
a
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St acre of land, house repaired recently at
th
ose
contracted
by
me
ln
person.
guests of Mrs. Susie Davis of Rock pha Club was made by Its president, EMERY J. WOOSTER North Haven. Tel.week.
cost
of 4800 Will sell for 42100.
1154.
111-tf
Eight room house In Rockport, all
112*114
land.
PART of the Crockett Baby Shop to hard
Mrs. Ethel Newcombe: The purpose Sept. 19. lg33.
wood floors, bath, steam heat,
111-tf garage, land for garden. Wonderful
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson who at- of the Beta Alpha Is twofold. One ls
WE ARE prepared to make your wool let. 393 MAIN ST.
Into yarn. Write for prices. Also rug
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566 value at $2650.
’ tended the funeral of Mrs. Ann Sta- to co-operate In the work of the and knitting yarns for sale. Samples Main St . heated, rent reasonable In
Many bargains ln farms ln Rockland,
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller- Owl’s Head. Ash Point, Cushing and all
' rett. returned to Oray Monday after church. Its members help with the free. H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
Cobb-Davis.
107-tf sections of Maine
.104-115
noon.
L. A. THURSTON
suppers, and last year they were re
TWO VERY DESIRABLE rents to rent
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend arc sponsible for one Wednesday night Prompt service CRIE HARDWARE CO at once, at 34 Pleasant St. One upper Tel. 1159
113-tf
and one lower flat, each with five rooms
105-tf
visiting in Union.
and a bath Oarage for one car to rent
entertainment. They aim to pay
KEYS! KUYS! KEYS
Keys made to also. It wlll be worth while to look at
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah J. Llneken something on the coal bill each year. order. Keys made to flt locks when these rooms. Kev to be found at ANNIE
koys are lost. House. Office or FLINT'S. 32 School St. or Tel. 1161-R
spent Sunday with t.helr daughter in
Thelr second purpose ls charity original
Car. Cooe books provl le keys for all
111-tf
1 Skowhegan.
work. They make a Christmas gift locks without bother Stlssors ar.d
TWO TENEMENTS to let. 9 Suffolk StKnives sharpened. Prom t service. Rea
The Thomaston board of trade has to every child whom they feel will sonable prices. CRIE K. ID'.VARE CO., upper six rooms, partly furnished lf
desired. Ix>wer five rooms and bath,
issued an attractive pamphlet with not otherwise be remembered. Thc 408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791.
105-tf furnace heat. MILTON M. ORIFFIN.
106-tf
photographic views of Montpelier, highest number of boxes given out
TWO room apartment with bath to
Knox Hotel, t.he barkentlne Marie has been 70 and Mrs. N. M. Newbert
let. thoroughly modern, heated and
lighted. $5 a week. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
Stewart, East and West views of estimates that the number will not
Main St. Tel. 1154.
111-tf
Main street, a view of the Lawrence exceed 30 for this year. The excellent
FURNISHED roomx. to let; all modern
(J To Us Printing
more than
conveniences.
FLORA
KIRKPATRICK.
Portland Cement plant and Monhe work of the Pentecostal people in I
juat putting words into typo.
15 Orove St. Tel. 94-R.
99-tf
gan steamer. It. also contains much caring for their owr. will remove at i
It il the creation of a work of art,
WELL furnished apartment to let,
be it a simple little announcement
historical matter.
least 20 from the list. These boxes |
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
ST. Tel. 156-W.
96-tf
A harvest supper will be served in contain clothing, candy and toys,
we take all the pride of an artist
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
the Methodist vestrv, Oct. 4. bv the some of which are made at the semi-1
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
105-tf
in hit craft, in each job; and that
monthly meetings and others bought. |
Ladies' Aid.
ie the secret of the superlative
I
HEATED apartmenta. all modern, foui
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6c ROCK
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Gen. Knox Chaptef, D.A.R., resumes
The club attempts to furnish cloth- j
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634.
105-tf
Printing.
•
It.s meetings Oct. 2 at the home of ing where there ls need for lt. and
No. 2
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy
Miss Hortense Wilson.
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
does not confine its operations to the
home news, at the Old South News
There wil be a rummage sale in circle of Baptist people. Contribu
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andeiman'e 284
St. John's parish hall, Thursday, at tions of clothing have been received I
OBSERVED RALLY DAY

RUMMAGE SALE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

WANTED

YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONVENTION

THERESA HOST

of

IN TODAY’S ADS.

FOR SALE

- K4

Anniversary Week Specials

SEPTEMBER 26 to SEPTEMBER 30 INCLUSIVE

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

I

Crabmeat, North Sea,
19c
2 lbs 15c
Lobster, Beaver Brand,
25c
lb 06c
Tuna Fish, light meat,
15c
PEAS,
lb 08c Shrimp, wet pack,
11c
RICE,____________ _ _ lb 05c Salmon, Alaska Red,
17c
Salmon, Banner Brand,
12c
CAN BEANS
Sardines, Norwegians,
07c
Yellow Eye,
Sardines, Tomato Sauce, 10c
Red Kidney,
Sardines, Maine pack, 3 tins 10c
Pea,
Kippered Snacks,
2 for 09c
10c
Oxford Brand Pea Beans, 12c Kippered Herring,
2 for 25c
Doris Brand Pea Beans,
05c Codfish Cakes,
Rex Corned Beef,
16c
Red Kidneys,
Lima Beans,
Salad Dressing,
quarts 22c
Pints, 18c. 8oz. jar, 10c
PICKLES, Quart Jars
Dills,
‘
15c
CHEESE SALE
Sweet Mixed,
25c Loaf Cheese,
lb 21c
Sour Mixed,
19c Pabst, pkg. 1-2 lb.,
1Cp
Sweet Relish,
23c Yellow, White, Pimento, ■ Jl*
Sweet Mustard,
23c Doles Pineapple, lge can 18c
Sweet Vegetable,
23c Peaches,
sliced halves 14c
BEANS,
PEA BEANS,

«■

TO LET

■

5c-10c

Beans, Green,
Beans, Wax,
Peas, new pack,

can
can
can
can
can

10c
09c
10c
11c
17c

Grapefruit,
can 10c
Red Raspberries,
2 for 25c
Fruits for Salads, lge can 25c

Boston Light Coffee,

19c

full Ib. 19c

lb 15c Tea,

REAL ESTATE

a

MISCELLANEOUS

TROMMER’S

MALT BEER

Is up to the Government

Standard • Does not have
that

bitter

“near

beer”

taste • Sold by licensed
dealers everywhere

JOHN BIRD CO.

ROCKLAND

MAINE

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated

I The Courier - Gazette

Tremont 8t.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Xuesday, September 26, 1933

^SOCIETY.

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE _______________ 770 or 794

Miss Ercell Simmons has bean visit
ing Miss Eleanor Oleason ln Union.

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Port
land were guests of Mrs. David
Talbot yesterday.

Mr. and Mrs, James Ewing of
Weymouth, Mass., are visiting Mrs
Miss Olive Tolman has returned to
Ewing's sister, Mrs. Charles Wyman
Rockville after a week’s stay witli
at The Highlands.
Miss Marcia Farwell.
Miss May Bills, associate principal
of Castine Normal School, in the city
yesterday to attend the Knox County Teachers' Convention, was guest
of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Olover,
Mrs. Bessie Sutcliffe and daughter
Mrs. Armorel Monson, who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Oregory for two weeks left yester
day for thelr home ln Cottage
Orove, Oregon. They are traveling
back by the Southern route, to visit
Florida, Louisiana. Texas and Cali
fornia. and expect to arrive home ln
about three weeks.

Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok has
closed her summer home Nimiha at
D’.LL,",7
. ", i L ”
Rockoort. and returned to Merlon.
Penn.
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford,
Mass., has been visiting her mother,
Mrs. Fanny Brewster in Rockville.

Capt. Albert S. Pillsbury of San
Francisco and Berkeley, who has
been the guest of his sisters. Miss
Mabel A. Pillsbury and Mrs. Paul J.
Staalesen, at Ingraham Hill, returned
Sunday to New York for a few days’
s'.iy after which he proceeds on to
Chicago for a short stay before re
Recent guests at Rockledge Inn
turning to California.
were Mr and Mrs. O. A. Sattler and
Mr and Mrs. O. Hull of New York,
Master Clifton Hunt, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Holden of Han spending a few weeks with his
over. N. Y., Miss Ingrid Syrig of grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Westchester, N. Y„ Charles Sund- Hunt of Cushing, has returned home.
heim of Cedarhurst, N. Y„ T. M.
Campbell and Mtss S. Evans Camp
Mrs. E. J. Southard has gone to
bell of Middletown, Conn.
spend the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. Frank 8. Taylor ln Winthrop,
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Olover attend
Mass.
ed thc annual meeting of the Maine
Loan & Building Association at
Midshipman Fenelon A. Brock rePoland 8pring. going thence to spend
' turned yesterday to the Naval Acade
the weekend at Paris Hill.
my at. Annapolis after a month's
Mr, and Mrs Charles A. Thurston leave spent in this city.

of Union were ln the city Sunday,
calling on friends and relatives.

Mrs H. P. Blodgett and Mrs. Ly
ford Ames who have been attending
the World's Fair arc expected home
today.

I
•

Miss Constance Miller goes to
Cambridge today to be a Student, at
the Lesley School.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter V. Wentworth
of Old Town returning from the
Loan and Building meeting at Poland
Spring Saturday were guest.s in the
, city until Sunday night. On Sun
day they were guests of Miss Mabel
A. Pillsbury at Ingraham Hill, en
joying the reunion with Capt. Albert
S. Pillsbury of San Francisco.

Mr. and Mrs. Alphonzo Crouse of
Friendship were gucsts Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watson at
Mrs. H. B. Burgess and Mrs.
The Highlands.
Harold Allen entertained 18 guests
at a corn and wienie roast Sunday
Mrs. Millie Thomas spent Sunday
at the Burgess cottage. Megunticook
with her sister. Mrs. E. H. Hatch in
Lake.
Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv P. White and
Mrs. Willard Ladd and Miss
Miss Virginia Trumbull of Farmington. and Mrs. O. W. Mulholland and Blanche Ruggles of North Haven arc
daughter Miss Mary Mulholland of attending the World's Fair.

Miss Winola Richan is in Boston

Los Angeles, were guests last week of
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston. Sat
urday they motored to Cadillac
Mountain. Mrs. Mulholland and her
daughter, who have traveled all over
the world, having visited mountains
in Switzerland and other parts of
Europe, and also the Rockies in this
country, stated that they had never
Mcen a more wonderful panorama
spread out before them.

Frank Akin and Mrs. Jasper
Achorn of Pawtucket, R. I., are
guests of Mrs. Carrie Waltz.

Mrs. Lucy E. Holbrook* of 41 Grace
street, who has been a shut-in for
flve years, has a birthday Oct. 2, and
friends are planning to remember
her with cards, letters, etc on that
day.

Col. F. S. Philbrick has returned
Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., is attendin?
home from the Orand Army National
the World's Fair.
Encampment in SU Paul. An an
Mrs. R. H. Britt gave a 1 oclock noying cold contracted during hls
luncheon and bridge yesterday. absence, is keeping him pretty much
There were two tables. Mrs. W. D. to the house.
Talbot of Portland was an out of
Mrs. Maude McArthur of Beverly,
town guest.
Mass, ls the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. John E. Walker of Thomaston I. Leslie Cross.
is at the home of Mrs. Oladys Poland,
RN., Friendship, recuperating from
8hakespcare Society will hold its
hcr recent illness.
flrst meeting of the season next Mon
day evening at the home of Mrs
Mrs. G. C. Knight and son John Rosa Littlefield.
returned from Boston yesterday.
William Harms, pianist and in
structor at the Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia, who has
been in Roakport for the summer
continuing his studies with Josef
Hofmann, has gone to visit his for
mer home in Kamas before returning
to the Institute.

Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dorgan nave
returned from Weston, Mass., where
they were called by the serious ill
ness of Mr. Dorgan's brother John.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarloti have
returned from Boston.

Miss Izzelle Andrews and Mrs.
Muriel Morrison havc returned from
Gilbert M. Wheeler of Brunswick
a fortnight's visit with Mrs. Herbert
was the guest of his daughter, Mrs
A. Sprowl of Montville.
Wilbur F. Senter, Jr., Sunday.
Mrs. Carrie Burpee Shaw and
Miss Eva Rogers is the guest of daughter, Mrs. Winnifred Fales are
Mr. and Mrs. Avaughn Ames in closing their Cooper Beach cottage
Fiamingham. Mi's., while having a
and will return to the family home
week's vacation from the ofllce of
at 43 Park street, Wednesday.
John Bird Co.
Betty, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Myrtle Herrick, on a vaca
Frank S. Taylor (Bessie Southard)
tion from the office of J. A. Jameson
of Winthrop, Mass., celebrated her
Co., is visiting relatives ln Northport
fifth birthday Sept. 18. The Wlnand Belfast.
trop Review said: "Little Betty Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dean ahd daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank S.
children. Kathleen, Katheryn, Gwen Taylor of Somerset avenue, was the
dolyn and Arthur, Mr. and Mrs. E. hostess to a group of her playmates
A. Dean, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond and friends, the occasion being her
Watson and son, Maynard, of The fifth birthday. Music and games
Highlands, Sir. and Mrs. William were enjoyed, then the little tots
S'one and children, Celia and Lewis marched to the prettily appointed
of Thomaston, enjoyed a chicken dining room where the table was
dinner Sunday at The Birches, the decorated In pink, and received
Dean camp at Hosmers Pond. A favors and balloons. Those partici
hike to Ragged Mountain was a fea pating included Eleanor Anderson,
Philip McKenna, Caryl Herbert, Joan
ture of the afternoon.
Goodwin and Alice Cadlgan. Assist
Can arrange all expense trips from ing to make things pleasant for the
$50 up to Century of Progress Expo little ffclks was Mrs. E. J. Southard,
sition by rail, bus or boat. Maurice t.he maternal grandmother, who has
F. Lovejoy, offlee telephone 1060-J; recently come from Maine to spend
residence telephone 90-M.
114tf the coming season here.”

i

GLENCOVE
Mrs. Merton Taylor, daughter Ma
rion, Mr and Mrs. Herman Spear of
Gardiner and Mrs. Gertrude Brown
of Union recently made a trip to the
White Mountains.
Lester Sherer of North Haven was
a weekend guest at Herbert Wal
dron's.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Curtis of Bel
fast were recent guests of Lewis Win
capaw.
Ervle Murch U making an addition
to his residence and has two men em
ployed besides himself.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jarvis of
Brooklyn, N. Y. were guerts of Mrs.
Georgia Small Sunday.
Mrs. Howard Betts of Oardiner is
a guest of Mrs. Merton Taylor.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Rae Newton and
daughters Norma and Winona went
to South Paris Sunday and accom
panied Mrs. George Eavie to htr
home in Southwest Harbor.
Charles A. Studley and Newell
Kinney are still hiving bees.
Heibtrt Waldron ls enlarging hls
henhouse. He has a large flock of
ducks that still enjoy their daily swim
at the seashore Although not many
people enjoy that pastime now, the
ducks are still going strong.
Mrs. Hattie Hart of Rockland has
been the guest of Mrs Edith Duncan.
Carl Eaton has returned from a
visit wit hhls father, CaFt. Ro s
Eaton in New York. He accom
panied hls aunt Miss Ethel Eaton of
New Jersey who had been visiting
the Eatons here for two weeks.
Tom Farley has exchanged his
Buick sedan for a Ford coupe.
The Wilson family cf Rochester.
N. Y., are soending two weeks at.
Sea View Cabins.
Carleton Orcutt, operator at the
C.M.P. sub-station, is having a va
cation of two weeks, and Leon Pick
et’. is substituting in the meantime.
Birds seen here recently included
a large flock of dark colored birds,
somewhat smaller than the robin,
and apparently there were more
than a thousand in the flock. They
seemed to be Just flying around
from place to place, and when they
i’-r/ ted up the sound was like a
squall bf wind. Can anyone tell
thelr name? There is also a Ca
nadian woodpecker living in this
vicinity—has been here all summer.
It is a verv attractive bird, not quite
th csize of the crow, slim body, with
black, red and white coloring. I’,
has the habits of our native bird
flies the same and pecks telephone
poles, and appletrees Just like them.
Yet the woodpecker is a more valua
ble bird than most persons realize.
Bennie Seekins who has been
driving the Nlsson bread truck be
tween Portland and Rbckland tor
Ralph Jewell is now employed in
Searsport. Herbert Butler of War
ren is driving the truck, and is
boarding at Mason Merrill's.
Penobscot View Grange held a
lively discussion Thursday night on
the subject, “How does the NRA af
fect my pccket book?” Master
Norman Crockett was at Wessawes
keag Grange and conferred t.he third
and fourth degrees last Tuesday
night.
SHITE-MERCHANT
The marriage of Miss Merial Mer
chant and Lawrence C. Shute was
eolemr.ized Saturday evening. Sept 2,
at the home of William F. Skerry in
Belfast. The single ring ceremony was
used. The couple were unattended.
The bride Is the daughter of Mrs.
Alta Merchant and has always made
her home with her grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest W. Ames. She is a
graduate of RJfS. '31, and a popular
member of the younger set. Mr.
Shute is a graduate of the R.H.S. clas3
of '29 and is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Shute of Rockland.
The wedding was a surprise to their
many friends to whom it did not be
come known until some days after the
ceremony. Tire couple received many
nice gifts.

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Albra Stone Pierce and sister
Maxine were Rockland' visitors Sat
urday.
Mrs. Clara Dyer returned from
Kncx Hospital Saturday in the Sally
Ann, and stood the trip remarkably
well.
Business conditions and prospects
appear much brighter than a year
ago at this time. Much painting and
repair work are in evidence at the
Laments, thc Nortons, the Bullards
the Reynolds' and other estates.
The store building for Mrs. Monte
Stone is nearing completion. The
builders have been Demmons and
Avery Dyer.
Henry Dyer, veteran lobster fish
erman, reports the best season in flve
years for lobsters, but a no-price
market.
Earl Marden has been suffering
from sciatic rheumatism for several
weeks.
Phyllis Duncan went to Camden
fer the weekend and also to attend
the County Teachers' Convention
Mcnday.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Duncan left
Thursday for a two week trip to New
York.
Carl Thurston left Friday morn
ing for a trip to the Century of
Progress Exposition.
Miss Blanche Cushing, Mrs. Amy
Ladd and Mrs. Herman Cooper left
Thursday morning in Miss Cushing's
Franklin car for a two weeks motor
trip which will also include visiting
the Exposition.
Monday thc local teachers attend
ed the County Convention ln Cam
den.
Supt. Edward A. Smalley of Vinal
haven was in town last week on school
business.
Henry Duncan is building a cot
tage on the Little Thoroughfare road
lor his daughter Miss Fostie Duncan.
John Gillis and Russell Crabtree
arc painting the Lodge.

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

MAXINE ELLIOTT, STAGE BEAUTY
Rcckland Girl Who Became Famous Among Many People
In Many Lands
The
October lssui
of
tbe
Cosmopolitan carries an interesting
article by Alexander Woo'.leott
“The Truth About Jessica Dermot,”
who is r.one other than Jessie C.
Dermot or Maxine Elliott, born right
here in Rockland.
Mr. Wcollcctt, whb has an alto
gether individual style in telling of
celebrities, opens his artic'r by speak-

but that was nonsense. Indeed, her
beauty was all that let her into the
theatre at all. Certain quite homely
little wcmen among her contempora
ries had, as a compensation, the
capacity to make Maxine Elliott on
t.he stage stem a woman of no im
portance. She was not so much a
bad actress as a r.cnactress. She had
everything that beauty,wit, great in-

the Woollcott article referring to : mall Indians with but a single white
dress making. The girl often dropped child, the daughter of the new lightinto the Sprague home, wearing a hcu e keeper. The little Indians exdress made of a certain material and hibit cor idercble talent for music,
color, but always in a different style.
• ♦ • •
One day this was remarked upon. In Augusta on Oct. 23 the opera
and Jessie told them that she liked to "Caixen" in English with a cast of
change her dresses, so only pinned Main: singers under the sponsorship
them together ar.d made them over 0[ Mrs Richard H. Stubbs, Miss
each day or whenever the fancy Caroline Fennoe Chase, and others
seized her.
will be presented as the opening of
It would be Interesting to hear jjjs city's musical season. In Lewisfrom others who knew Maxine Elliott ten tbc first definite date for the
in her Rockland days.
mu-ical season ls Nov. 16. when three
• • • •
Franco-Amcricans Interested in furMrs. Copping commented on Ste- therlng the musical Interests of the
phen A Emery whose name appeared cjty an, presenting the Cosmopolitan
in one of the recent old programs, Qpfr.,
, n,,,,It Company with six
shown in this column. She has a stars at Music Hall. Mme. Lorettc
piano composition—Summer Song Athc'.a, Canadian diva and dramatic
of Mr. Emery s and also one of his j f0pran0 Of me Montreal Opera Comharmeny books which she used when puny, will be featured. This recalls
studying with Mr.s. Carrie Burpee (bat paward Ransom, recently heard
Shaw.
here with Kitty McLaughlin has been
• • « V
engaged by the Montreal Opera
Shortly after Mrs. Helen Cooper
Company for leading roles. Also re
Lord returned to Washington, from
calling with what pleasure and ena Rockland visit with her parents, Mr.
thuiastn the late Avard Richan al
and Mrs. J. F. Cooper, she gave an
ways participated ln and bucked all
hour's organ recital ln thc First
worthwhile musical endeavors in
Church of Christ, Scientist. It was
Lewiston.
Incorporated in a regular church
Ricker Claa ical Institute at Houl
program, and among her numbers
ton
ls re-establishing a music departwas one of her own compositions,
which met with such high favor that mer.l af'sr a lapse of several years.
she was requested to repeat It at the
Lillian C. Townsend of Newark,
close of the service, an act seldom N J“ *’ ,3 teach and direct. Encourmet with in a church program. Mrs. | !l8“>8 to find a school putting in music
Lord's program was given before a instead of demanding its elimination,
large and critical audience, which as has been done in many instances
makes tlie request for thc repetition during this wholesale slashing of
of her own number thc more dis schoo's.

tinctive.
• • • •
The most recent palm for heroism
goes to Miss Gwendolyn Taylor of
Philadelphia, who played gay tunes on
thc piano while the steamship Morro
j Castle lurched through the gigantic
,
seas which threatened tbe destruction
; of the ship. The steamship reached
New York from Havana last Monday,
two days behind schedule, with all
safe on board. Miss Taylor said she

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Celia Oliver of Thomaston was
JESSIE DERMOTT
a recent guest of her aunt Mrs. Bertha Rockland Girl IVho Vader Hcr Proft oral Name of Maxine EP.toU Was
Jordan, and attended the Grange.
Known As the Me t Beautiful Actress On the American Stage
Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wlr.ebenbaeh
.Lg of an “ancient mariner" who likes telligence, ambition, Industry, and a
of Rcckland ar.d daughter Mrs.
Murtlce Frotton of South Thomaston to tell “about the first time he got will of iron could contribute to the
a terth as mate on a ship sailing | making cf an actress. It was not
recently visited thelr daughter Mrs.
round the world. Her captain was enough. The .strange, inctommunSMargaret Spear.
Mrs. Charles Maxey and Mrs. Ken the weather-beaten Thomas Dermot, cable gift was not hers."
Touching upon hcr marital advenneth Fales were guests of Mrs. Carl cf Rockland. Mc. who, in his turn had
Fales at the Larkin Club, East been a Liverpool wharf-rat when thc tures, Woollcott states that She atsea scooped him up and adopt'd J tempted two husbands before decidFriendship.
■him.
”
i ing that marriage was no career for
The Copeland and Maxey families
It seems at this time Dermot's' which she was equipped The first
were visitors at Bar Harbor Sunday
motherless little daughter. Jessie, was was a man named, oddly enough. Mc-»
and ascended Cadillac Mountain.
Mrs. Alice Spear. Mrs. Ada Spear flowering into such loveliness that Dermott. According to Rockland
and Mrs. Rose Marshall were dfflmcr ' the caPtBin was uneasy with thc ti adition. he was a man much older
guests Wednesday at Mrs O A 1
of leaving her behind in I than herself whom she married beCopelancTs. Mrs. Alice Spear left Pockland- so he took her t0 sca wlth cause her family <ted?d hls money.
Sunday for Phillips to visit her’hlm' Quoting Woollcott:“When Later she married Nat Goodwin, who
dauzhter Mrs Fdna Prat and will£hc Etood on the bridge btride him in his memoirs classified Maxine as
thcr gotoArlington Mals ."remain with the salt wind whipping her dark . Reman senator.
hair' she must have
as falr a! Her £Statc 1« England where she
sight as ever greeted mortal eyes i lived for several years was called
I wish I might have seen her in those Hartsbourne Manor. Here she was a
days. When I did see her, a dozen famous hostess, with King Edward
years later, her beauty was breath- and his ministers and all the glittertaking. but by then there was no ing people of that time guests under
surprise in it, for it was famous the her roof. While her success was at
world around. At the time she was its zenith- here at Hartsbourne she
on the stage, to which great beauty used to say a good-by to hcr guests
has ever gravitated as to a show win- on Sunday night whether or not they
dew. She was playing with Nat Good were lingering till Monday. "Then
win in a sentimental romance fabri she herself would withdraw into a
cated around the slim, proud figure of plain little two-room wing which was
Nathan Hale."
inviolably hers. There for five days
That was many years ago. Jessie of the week she satisfied hcr Rock
has long since left the stage. Today land soul by practicing thc art of
she has white hair, a great fortune (dressmaking Her nieces and friends
and she lives ln a villa on the shore firmly she furnished them every one.
at Cannes.
it was a bit of the Maine coast trans
Th4 article goes on to tell of the ad planted to the heart-of Hertfordshire.
miration held for her by King Edward R was Jessica Dermot having her way
VII and ty thc latc Pierpont Morgan, behind thc lovely mask called Maxine
and ln the latter case puts to rout Elliott.’
the lcgcr.d that has sprung up re Read lhc articlc-don't miss It!
It was Mrs. Lilian Sprague Copping
garding Morgan and Miss Elliott. As
a gesture, “a magnate's kiss for Cin who biought Woollcott's article lo my
derella." Woollcott says Morgan built attention, and it was also rhe who
for the actress and gave to hcr thc told me many interesting remlr.'smarb'.e-fro: theatre in Times Square cenccs of Maxine Elliott, or Jessie
which has borne hir name now for Dermot as she was known in thc
more than 25 years. Wcollcott main Rockland days when she and Lilian
tains that strange as it may seem Sprague were girlhood friends.
• • • •
Miss Eliott paid for 1. cr share of that
theatre out of her own shrewdly Thc Dermot family libed on State
multiplied savings, and it was not street. There were five children—
merely that she did not know the Tom. Jessie, Lewis, May and Sam.
great financier well enough to expect J: rile attended Rockland High School
or accept sueh gifts from him. She two years and then went to the
did not know him at all. They did Notre Dam? Convent school in Rox
not even exchange words. But thc ' bury. Mass., Miss Minnie White, now
story that grew up around them of Bath, was a classmate at the time.!
'shews the devastating power of Jn her school days Jessie was
8OSS*Pi rather bulky and elephantine in her ,
Mr Woollcott also points out that movements, and did not know how to •
Carlotta Vance in "Dinner at Eight’ dress. Her beauty was evident even
is undoubtedly Maxine Elliott—Car then, ar.J she was very well liked>—
lotta Vance, erstwhile beauty of thc always in high spirits and full of fun.
stage, brought back from her villa at Mrs. Copping recalls a ccrtaln
Antibes by the depression—she must assembly given at the High School
look into her once fruitful invest when Jessie sang "They Call Me
ments, and in particular, get rid of Sweet Jessie, the Belle of the School."
the theater named after hcr. When
The family later moved to the West
this play had its first night in New Coast, where one time Mrs. Copping
York a thousand complacent wise called on them. It was in San Fran
acres all whispered "Maxine Elliott" cisco that she saw Jessie In “When
when Carlotta speke her little piece. We Were Twenty-or.c”. She knows
Miss Elliott was a genius herself in little ci.rcernlng the family's whereflnance. While she owed a great deal abouts now. Jessie's brother Sans
to market tips given her by great men died in San Francisco, lf memory
of affairs she had an infallible in is correct.
stinct In investments. She left the
McDermott, Jessie's first husband,
theatre a very wealthy woman. Here was jealous of hls beautiful wife and
ls an Interesting paragraph:
was said to have employed detectives
“It was the habit of her friends to tc wa'ch her constantly. Mrs. Coppm j say that her beauty handicapped hrr, ing commented on th? paragraph in

during the winter with her daughter
Mrs. Mildred Hatch.
Mrs. W. O. Counce and Mrs. M. P.
Orne visited Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
Counce in Newcastle Thursday.
Walter Bucklin has been harvesting
hls field of com the past week and
anyone who has ever seen the fleld
will not wonder at the large yield.
Kendall Adams -who is attending
the Normal School in Farmington was
at home over the weekend.
Misses Irene Morton and Virginia
Burns of Friendship ca'lcd on rela
tives in this place Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
mother were callers on Adelia Veazle
Sunday, also calling on Mr. and Mrs
Harry Levensaler in Rockland. They
were accompanied home by Mrs. Rosa
Copeland' for a visit and to attend
Union Fair.

SWAP'
\3Jvtouakth£,\
WANT-ADS
WHAT A MANI

WEDNESDAY

With one kiss he stole a rich
man’s fiancee, gave a thou
sand people the jitters and
rescued a ship from an explo
sion that never happened

INFERNAL
MACHINE
•»
CHESTER
MORRIS
Genevieve Tobin
THURSDAY
"You Can Be Had"
Diamond Decked Lou . . . She Was No
Lady But She Knew What She Wanted!

|

fHfi€ UkST
In

She Done Him Ulronq
A RETURN ENGAGEMENT BY POPULAR DEMAND!

NCW PLAYING
"STRANGER'S RETURN” with LIONEL BARRYMORE
“TKITTYA CN.HTTV
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ShcwT: 2, 6.30, 8.30; Cont. Saturda’’> 2 <® 10 30- standard time.

UNION

Yr Grrrn Aitmur
Previous to the lecture a', the high
school gymr.arium, lari Tuesday evcningf given by Commander Donald
13. MacMillan, well known Arctic ex
plorer, thc Commander and party
including Mrs. Letitia Fogg, sister of
the.lec '.rer. Dr. and Mrs. Neil Fcgg
ar.d
sen Dnald of Rcckland werc cnplayed "Happy Days Are Here Again''
over and over while the ship was tertained at dinner at the Arbour.—
tossed about on the waves. Thc An interesting bridge luncheon given
music helped calm the passengers in ty Mrs. Mona Mclr.'.osh of Rockland
the following gucsts: Mrs
the crowded saloon of the ship while Included
1
Albert. Havener, Mrs. Cleveland
they were facing death.
Sleeper, Mrs. Walter Soear, Mrs.
Mrs. Marguerite Allen Johnson who Lccla Rc ■?. Mr Helen Fales.- Weekwas music supervisor in our public j end an ddinrer guests at th Arbour
schools a few years ago has returned were John Sherman of Portland,
to Martha's Vineyard where she is Mis" Zeta Brown. Augusta; F. D.
entering upon her third season as Rowr. Warren; Mrs. Sarah Berry and
music supervisor of the island’s six Mrs. John O. Stevens. Rockland.
towns, Edgartown, Oak Bluffs, Tls-----------------bury, West Tlsbury, Chllmark, and
No ye: terdays for me. if you plca-e!
Oay Head. One of ’.he especially lr.- I am a product of the Machine Age.
terestlng schools in her district is that ar.d I thank God for It.—Margaret
at Gay Head, attended entirely by Prescott Montague.
•

A SPLENDID VALUE
A SPLENDID RANGE

$44.50
INSTALLED

in

n
i

■"■■tf'.—

n

Household
Charm

~ - /J

Phone us at 9E0 and let us ret one of these splendid
ranges in your kitchen. No fuss, nc muss, no
trouble, no delay—and your heating and cooking
problem ends.

Phone Today!

CIRCULATING HEATERS
We stock an attractive line of Circulating Heaters
ir. a wide choice of s:zcs, models and ptices.
V.sit our store and see the Complete Line of Ranges

end Hevters—all styles and types

Liberal Discounts On Your Old
Range or Heater

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 980

Every-Other-Day
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this purpose any better than our own
we shall be the first to recommend it.
Until then we shall continue to ad
So Say the White Ribboners Who Will Continue Battle vocate prohibition against the liquor
traffic and total abstinence in per
For Prohibition
sonal habit."
Rev Helen H Carlson of Owl's

DISAPPOINTED, NOT DISHEARTENED

A large delegation from Knox
Ccunty attended the State W. C. T.
U. convention in Belfast
The sessions were held ln the First Church
and opened with 40 delegates and all
officers present. Mrs Althea O
Quimby, president, presided at .*11
meetings, and Rev Ruth E. Walsh,
mu-ical director, led the singing in

have stood with us in this fight.
must be welded together into a dry
force that shall firmly withstand the
onslaughts of a wet foe determined
to sweep everything before it
We realize the bitter strife that
is before us and we re-consecrate
ourselves anew to the great work.
We stand for protection of the home,

served the state organization most
faithfully and efficiently for many
years. Miss Amelia Shapleigh of
West Lebanon who had been assisant recording secretary, was appointed to succeed Mrs Bates, and
Mrs Caroline Penno Chase of
Augusta who is director of the derartment of temperance teaching in

111 ner aaoress on vsur iwrover,
»'

t<> fiucceed M(ss shaplelgh
Mw>y vWtors ffom
0,
tr, the rnnven
The medal speaking contest, in State were presemed to the convencharge of Mrs. Clara B. Emery. Rock- Hon and spoke briefly. Among them
land, was somewhat of a disappointis
r°°' ' 0
ment as only one out of a group of
d M
d
Lawrence, chairman of the no reher usual enthusiastic manner.
We believe that prohibition is the seven young ladies throughout the *
Mrs. Quimby in her annual ad- best method with which to deal with State who had prepared for this con- J»al commission,
A new figure at the convention was
diets said that the W.C.T.U. is dis- the unmitigated evil of the liquor testable
** present. Miss
appointed but not disheartened over traffic, and hereby highly resolve to Charlotte Mattatall of Rockland Mrs. Grace C. Howard of Brownfield,
the present situation withrespect togo forward endeavoring to recover 8b« 6ave her selection in a manner president of the Maine Society of the
national prohibition.
"Weshall con- all we have lost and steadily press that elicited many complimentary re- American Physical Education As
sociation. and vice chairman of the
“nue to fight repeal every step of forward to ultimate victory, a nation marks.
State
Child Welfare Association.
the way, both state and national", forever free from the liquor traffic At the election of officers ThursShe said. "We are here to strengthen "Our repeal friends talk of true day foremoon 106 voting delegates Mrs Howard,has recently come into
our defences for the next at- temperance among the youth. We wcre present. The occasion was the work of the W. C. T. U. and did
tack which will be on our State law ask what is their program for teach- tnade regretful by the resignation of most valiant service during the re
The Grangers, educators.
club ing 'true temperance', when they can Mrs. Sadie H. Bates of Sandy Point cent campaign. She will be retained
women and staunch politicians who show us a plan that will accomplish 85 v*ce president at large. She had as a State worker, speaking ln schools

What Merchants Belong
To NRA?
s

tendom awoke to these facts and ren
dered a tardy reparation to a deeply
Neither People Nor Leaders Were wronged people Whose treatment
Responsible For the Death of through the ages has been a princi
Jesus
pal disgrace to the followers of* the
’
_____
Nazarene.
Neither the Jewish people nor their
Such are the theses of Professor
leaders were responsible for the Moehlman, fully documented and
; crucifixion of Jesus. Jesus was put prerented with scholarly precision.
Th:ough the a ;zs he traces the ef. ...---------------------- - —
fec's of this calumny, telling the story
The
Jewish
Sanfor blashphemy.
of
the immemorial woes that have
sity
of
Maine
again
claims
the
larg

newspapers. Maine is not deserted
est delegation, but the city ls well hedrin did not take the official lollowed the fortunes of Israel ln
Vet- Many yet believe in keeping
Maine dry I am happy to have the represented at the other Maine col- action attributed to it; on the Ro- every land, down to the last example
leges. The appended list ls probably man governor. Pilate, not on the of unbridled prejudice in Germany
call to work for the W. C. T. U."
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence of Rockland, not complete, and may contain some Jews, rests the responsibility for Cal to-day. He describes the strange
who has been ably assisting her inaccuracies, in which event readers vary. Such contrary indications as evolution of the yiagan P.lai: into a
hu-band all through the repeal are asked to notify us as speedily as are embedded in the New Testament Christian saint, the debt of Chris
were misinterpretations or inter tianity to Judaism, the sinister ef
campaign, and who had been acutely possible.
Here they are:
polations of a later time after rela fects of regarding the Jews—despite
ill for several days, kept her engage
Andover Academv: Albert Rich tions between Christian and Jews had the facts—as filling the role of villain
ment as speaker. Mrs. Lawrence
who is leaving soon for a winter's ardson of Ealing. England and Rock become strained and hostile. A gross in the divine drama of human reinjustice was thereby done to the ' demption. and the unconscious, betojeurn in the Southland, left with land.
her sister co-workers who had
Bates College: Walter Gay, Nicho Jews, out of which sprang the dis cau.se ignorant, wrong done to the
criminations and crueiliJS perpetra- Jew by some of the statements lnlabored so faithfully and earnestly las Pelicane.
ted upon them. It is time that Chris- eluded in our curricula of religious
to keep Maine dry. a message of
Boston University: Flora Colson.
- - - — — ------------- education. The author notes tihe
cheer and encouragement. She said
Brqwn University: Wilbur Frohock,
New England Conservatory of evidences in more tccent years of a
• History repeats itself, and Just as Horace Booth.
Bowdoin College: Robert Dunton,! Music: Dorothy Lawry.
growing reccgnition on the part of
Maine repealed her first dry law,
only to put lt back again stronger William Rounds. Oram Lawry, Jr.. | Northeastern University: Kenneth Christian scholars of the actual facts
Orcutt. Emery Trafton, Jessie Rub- cf Passicn Week and of the dire inthan before after a- few years of open Kennedy Crane, Jr.
j justice that has been the consequence
saloons, so will the nation when the
Colby College: Helen deRoche- enstein (Law).
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital: j of the misunderstanding of the past:
present hysteria has passed and peo mont. William Ellingwood. Jr.
ple have taken sober second thought.
I The book closes with a notable
Columbia
University:
Fletcher Delma Green.
Maine must keep her prohibitory law Brown.
Phillips Exeter Academy: Lawrence tribute to the Influence of the Jews
j in history and the contribution which
for we must have a rallying point for
Emerson School of Oratory: Made Crane.
St. Barnabas Hospital, Newark:! they have made, and are yet capable
the rest of the stales when that time lyn Rubenstein.
of making, to the religious life of the
Farmington Normal School: Alice Winifred Little.
• • • •
St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland: i world.
Gay. Ruth Barter, Mildred Sweeney.
This book was the primary selection
Awards made in the S. T. I. poster Carol Gardner. Arlene Makinen, Katherine Snow.
School of Practical Arts: Edward of the Religious Book Club for June,
contest were: 1st prize. So to Shirley Marion Rackliffe.
! and is worthy of the choice. It is a
Gorham Normal School: Mary Witham. Kosti Rahoma.
Brown. Caribou; 2nd to Thomas
Springfield Oeneral Hospital: Eve-1 timely volume, startling and arrestFielder, Orono: honorable mention Stockbridge. Anita Gattl
lyn Green.
ing in the facts which it presents,
Gordon College: Cecil Witham.
(o Eleanor Ulmer. Norway A poster
Sargent School of Physical Educa written in an Interesting and popular
Higgins Classical Institute: Ken
made by Mrs. Gene Atherton of
and sometimes a quite sprightly style.
Rockland for the department of neth Wiggin, Norman Connon. Ber tion: Mary Lawry.
SJnmons College: Helen Ruben The Christian world sorely needs to
Temperance and Missions was on ex nard Freeman.
repent of its treatment of the Jew
hibition. This received honorable
Holy Cross College: Albert Mc stein.
Wheaton (Ill.) College: S. Everett. and this book will help to induce a
mention in the national poster con Carty.
test for this department. Knox
1 chastened and repentant mood. ProHarvard University: Donald Mer Frohock.
County had five "keepers ot flag." riam.
Wheaton College: Lucy French.
[ fetor Moehlman has rendered a serhonor guests at the banquet Thurs
University of Maine: Almon B I vice of inestimable value to the cause
Kirksville (Mo.) College of Oste
day evening They were Miss Mar opathy: Barbara McBeath.
Cooper, Jr.. Clifford Ladd. Richard , of tolerance and goodwill Robert
garet Crandon. Thomaston; Mrs
Lowell Textile School: Robert Stoddard, Frederick Hall, Henry A. Ashworth. In Federal Council
Marsh. Charles Bicknell. Jerome Bulletin.
Nora Htald, West Rockport; Mrs. Gregory.
Elizabeth Newbert, Appleton; Mrs
Leland Powers School of Expression: Comins. Lucien Green. Jr.. Francis!-----------------------------McAlary, Nelson U. Rokes, Robert |
Hope Brewster, Miss Alena Young. Clinton Fickett.
Rockland.
Lesley School. Cambridge, Mass.: Allen, Merton Sumr-er. Thelma
Blackington. Cynthia Wasgatt, Avis [
Kncx County was reported the Constance Miller.
nearest dry of any county in the re
Lasell Seminary: Barbara Blais- Lovejoy. Helen Davis (Port Clyde).
Parcel Delivery
peal election, with eight dry towns dell.
Colby College began Its 116th year
and two city wards. It also had the
Maine Central Institute: Edward Friday with the regular schedule of
Family Washings
largest delegation attending the con Gordon.
cia.-.vs. Although the registration;]
Called For and Delivered
vention, 30 in all. An invitation was
Moses Brown School, Providence: figures have not been fully compiled, I
given for the 1934 convention to meet Gerald Black.
the Indications are that the enroll- |
in Rockland.
Miss Wheelock’s School of Kin ment will be nearly up to normal.
Those attending were from Rock dergarten Training: Helen Matson. Among the 167 new students who1
land, Miss Alena Young. Mrs. Hope Alice Sonntag.
TeL 106-R
have registered are Wilbur W. S'.-ong
Brewster, Mrs. Clara Emery. Miss
Nasson Institute: Caroline McAllis of Thomaston, and Hayden B. ]
Florence Hastings. Mrs Jeannette ter.
Wright. Camden.
Dunton. Mrs. Amelia Johnson. Mrs.
Mary P. Rich, Mrs Louise Ingraham.
Miss Margaret McKnight. Mrs. Ida
Simmons. Rev. and Mrs. Charles E.
Brooks. Mrs. H. V. Tweedle. James
Corson.
From Thomaston. Miss
Margaret Crandon, Mrs Clark, Mrs.
Snow. Mrs. Webster. From Camden.
Mrs. Etta Fernald, Mrs. Margaret
Decker, Mrs. Bessie Luce, Mrs. Ma
bel Heald. Mrs. Nora Heald. Mrs.
Mildred Rhodes. From Appleton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert, Mrs. Eliza
beth Stanley, Miss Chrystal Stanley.
Misses Laura and Lottie Waterman.
worth of electricity
From Owl's Head. Mrs Helen H.
Carlson.
does the average
Among the resolutions adopted by
the convention were these:
• • • •
Preamble: We, members of the
Maine Woman's Christian Temper
ance Union, come to our Fifty-ninth
Annual Convention disappointed but
not disheartened. The battle ls the
At least TRY one ... a washer
Almost unbelievable. Especially
Lotd's. and our task to go forward.
will
be brought to your home with
when
you
compare
those
hours
of
(trusting in His leadership. We realize
out
obligation ... put in your
that a bitter strife is before us. and
scrubbing and rubbing and back
we here re-consecrate ourselves to
clothes . . . turn on the switch . . .
aches . AGAINST FOUR CENTS!
this great work. We believe that our
and then sit down and WATCH
Why do it?
disappointment is part of God's great
electricity do your washing. Try
plan, and that in His own way he will
When you can buy a model 6F
overrule evil, and in His own good
it again. A demonstrating washer
EASY washer, illustrated, for
time will bring to pass that for which
will
be left in your home for you
$59.50 . . . $5.95 down ... the
we long, a nation forever free from
balance
over
12
months.
to try ... to talk over.
the liquor traffic.
Prohibition: Resolved, That we
confidently believe that an evil
Call NOW for your demonstration.
Over 10,000 women
should not be condoned nor permit
ted to flourish without opposition and
in our territory have tried this home demonstration first.
an effort to suppress it. Therefore
we believe that prohibition is the
best method with which to deal with
features>•> Model 6 F
the unmitigated evil of the liquor
traffic
E ASy Washer
We hereby highly resolve to go for
ward endeavoring to recover all we
have lost and steadily pressing for
ward to ultimate victory.

AWAY TO SCHOOL
and colleges for 6 I I and organlzin Young People s Branches MTs.
Howard is a young woman and has Rockland Again Well Repre
had a wonderful background for this
sented In Institutions of
work.
A college and university
Higher Learning
graduate, she has been for some time
a director of physical education ln
It's a formidable list—the list oi
public schools. In her address of the
Rockland
boys and girls who have
afternoon she said. "I was surprised

TIIE JEWISH TRAGEDY

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

WE DO O’JR PART

This question is on every consumer’s lips: “What merchants be
long to NRA?” In an effort to simplify consumer co-operation and
facilitate consumer participation in the President’s great “Buy In
October” campaign, comes this paper’s NRA Directory.
To this end The Courier-Gazette will publish in the immediate
future an

OFFICIAL LIST OF NRA STORES
TO THE MERCHANTS: This list will be made up ot small, neat
advertisements of minimum cost and the complete NRA page will
be republished FREE from time to time in the interests of mer
chants and public alike.
88

A WORD OF WARNING
The only representatives of The Courier-Gazette authorized
to represent it At Any Time in the Soliciting Of Advertise
ments In Any Form are John M. Richardson and Jasper E.
Rawley. If you have not yet been approached by either of
these men and wish information on these NRA ads, phone
The Courier-Gazette, 770, and you will be called upon very
promptly.

Wafch for the Official NRA Directory

less than

4c

Family Washing

kn so

59.

TASTES NOT ALL ALIKE

Down In Virginia For Instance Rat
tlesnakes Are a Food Delicacy

2.
3.

Virginia rattlesnake delicacy prom
ises to become the latest delicacy
furnished to the world by a state
which already has contributed
Albemarle Pippins and Smithfield
hams.
Recent activities ln the Shenan
doah national park area have
revealed an enormous number of rep
tiles and several rattlesnake feasts
have been held. Those who partici
pated contend that the Virginia
rattlers are superior to the California
variety in flavor.
Business men of Madison and Page
counties are said to be considering
the establishment of a rattlesnake
meat canning factory Just outside the
park area.

4.
5.

«.
7.

EASY no-slip safety
wringer
New large tub, large agi
tator
Faster washing action
Rubber casters — quiet,
rustproof
New beauty and harmony
of design and color

Holder for electric cord
and plug

LOWEST PRICE EVER
OFFERED

CENTR

AINE

POWERxCOMPAMY
STAR1

YCU.i ALL ELECTRIC

KITCHEN

STEP BY

STEP

